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What are
the Big 3 for
Business?
in late 2011, the chamber of commerce and
industry Queensland undertook a survey of
businesses to identify their priorities in the run up
to state and local Government elections. small and
medium business is the lifeblood of Queensland
communities creating wealth, opportunity and
employment for millions of Queenslanders each
year, and represent 99% of the state’s business
community. it is crucial that issues affecting
business are prioritised for all political parties,
who then must act and be held accountable for
their support of business in our state.
as an organisation we are determined that business
issues highlighted by our members should be at
the forefront of the political process, to ensure that
the next state and local Governments restore the
potential for Queensland’s economic growth.
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from our research, three main issues emerged,
the Big 3 for Business. they are:
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1. Overview
1.1 the chamber of commerce and industry Queensland (cciQ) is determined that the needs of Queensland businesses are prioritised by the
next state and local Governments, and will lead the policy debate to keep them there. from low consumer confidence to being stuck in the
slow lane of a two-speed economy, businesses across the state are doing it tough. to restore the potential for growth, Queensland businesses
need a serious injection of support from state and local Governments.
1.2 with so many challenges facing businesses, it’s highly tempting to create a long list of priorities. But, based on the latest research on
strategy execution, cciQ notes that organisations lacking focus fail to deliver on any strategic outcomes, indeed organisations can only
usually ever effectively achieve between one and three goals. this principle should now be applied to state and local Governments.
1.3 accordingly, cciQ has focused on the ‘Big 3 for Business’: priorities of absolute critical importance. By focusing government efforts on
these three major goals both leading into the election and through the next 3 year term, cciQ believes this focus will have the greatest
impact for Queensland businesses. Businesses are overwhelmingly clear on their big three issues:
•

deliver better economic and fiscal management;

•

reduce Government costs on business; and

•

reduce Government red tape.

1.4 cciQ’s 2012 Blueprint is a bluebook on Queensland business community issues and identifies key recommendations that must be delivered
by the next Queensland state and local Governments across these three themes. cciQ recognises the challenging economic environment
that the next state and local Governments inherit but believes our recommendations, if adopted, will create the optimal environment in
Queensland for business success.
1.5 this Blueprint builds upon our earlier 2009 cciQ Blueprint for Growth and a range of other Blueprint documents released across the past
two years. these were developed in consultation with our members and identify a range of major issues of concern for the Queensland
business community including:
•

Blueprint for fighting Queensland’s over-regulation - update Paper: 2011

•

improving Queensland’s transport networks to enhance productivity and drive economic growth: cciQ transport Blueprint

•

the right People at the right time: developing a skilled workforce that meets the needs of Queensland’s economy - Blueprint for
Queensland’s education and training system

•

Blueprint for harnessing Queensland’s Green Productivity Potential: a cciQ Business Position statement on Government’s carbon
Pricing mechanism

•

an efficient, Productive and sustainable electricity supply for Queensland: Blueprint for design, planning and management of
Queensland’s energy sector and electricity market

•

from waste to resource: changing the way business views waste: cciQ Blueprint for waste avoidance, recovery and management
in Queensland

•

Planning for Queensland’s future Population and economy: cciQ Population and infrastructure Blueprint

•

Blueprint for fighting Queensland’s over-regulation: removing and minimising the cost of regulations to enable business to grow
and employ

•

Blueprint for Growth: Policy Priorities for Queensland’s state Government

•

submission to the Queensland state Government – state Budget 2011-12

•

submission to the Queensland state Government – state Budget 2010-11

1.6 a vibrant and competitive business sector is crucial to the continuing prosperity and growth of our state – it creates employment
opportunities, generates wealth and drives economic growth. indeed the single greatest thing a business can do to enhance the wellbeing
of our state’s community is to provide secure ongoing employment. cciQ believes that Queensland’s future is bright provided that we are
highly active in bringing down the barriers for business.
1.7 the next state and local Governments will have a crucial role in helping to shape and secure Queensland’s economic future. cciQ is
nonpartisan, assesses policies on their merit and plays a major role in analysing and encouraging constructive debate. Queensland
businesses are looking to politicians for genuine vision and policies which focus on the Big 3 issues. they are clear about where change
is needed and about what the next state and local Governments should be doing. it is important that these two tiers of Government
implement a policy program that prioritises economic growth, responsible fiscal management, and enhances the overall business
operating environment through less regulation and lower business costs.
1.8 the chamber of commerce and industry Queensland (cciQ) is the peak business organisation in Queensland, representing the interests of
25,000 businesses and 135 local chambers of commerce across the state. all of these businesses have a profound interest in the outcome
of the 2012 elections.
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recommenDationS
Deliver better economic and Fiscal management

reduce Government red tape

The next State Government to:

1.

1.

deliver a budget operating surplus as soon as possible;

2.

reign in recurrent expenditure;

3.

improve infrastructure planning to incorporate the feedback of the
Queensland business community to ensure it can meet the needs of
the growing population and economy;

• undertake a baseline audit of all existing regulation;
• commit to a whole-of-government target for red tape
reduction across all agencies and which includes strategies
to reduce existing regulation and stem the flow of future
regulation;

4. develop a long term Queensland population policy;
5.

the next state Government must adopt a regulatory reform
agenda that includes the following key components:

• establish high level political leadership by appointing a
minister for regulatory reform and make all ministers and their
departments accountable for achieving the target;

develop a Queensland regionalisation and decentralisation policy
enhancing the competitiveness of the state’s regional economies;

6. work with industry to reduce the barriers currently experienced by
businesses to participate in state Government and major Project
procurement opportunities;

• improve the processes for enacting regulation and consultation
with key stakeholders to ensure the efficiency and effectiveness
of essential regulation;

7.

• monitor red tape reduction progress against the target and
baseline and provide regular and transparent progress reports.

Be stronger in standing up to the federal Government on issues
that affect the Queensland business community.

reduce Government costs on business
1. state and local Governments should work together to offer
a competitive business operating environment. Queensland’s
immediate target should be to have business costs as the clear
stand out and lowest in australia;

The next State Government to:
2.

commit to advocating improvements to the fair work act during
the 2012 review (through consultation with Queensland industry)
that will enhance the fairness, flexibility and productivity outcomes
in relation to industrial relations for all businesses;

3.

work with the federal Government to implement an unfair
dismissal law exemption for small and medium businesses;

The next State Government to:
2.

index all business tax thresholds on 1 July each year;

3.

remove the diminishing exemption threshold for Payroll tax and
replace it with a flat exemption threshold set at least at $2 million
and then indexed to annual wages growth;

4. commit to the long term phasing out of payroll tax from the
Queensland tax stable through progressively lifting the
exemption threshold;
5.

review stamp duties in detail with the aim of eliminating
those that are detrimental to the competitiveness of businesses
in Queensland;

6. ensure to the fullest extent that electricity prices are competitive
and sustainable;
7.

ensure the future electricity pricing methodology reflects as
closely as possible a market based approach and encourages
efficiency and performance improvements;

8.

ensure Queensland’s energy policy and infrastructure plan
focuses on increasing energy diversity that reduces barriers to the
exploration, development and take-up of all energy sources and
transport fuels;

9.

take immediate action to support business in energy efficiency
with a particular focus on encouraging innovation and supporting
the adoption of new technologies;

4. work with the federal Government to investigate alternative
approaches for retirement income policy in australia that will
reduce negative impacts on Queensland businesses;
5.

work with other jurisdictions to ensure the national model
work health and safety laws are implemented nation-wide as
soon as possible;

6. maintain a strong commitment to work with industry to boost the
understanding and compliance of Queensland businesses with the
new whs regime;
7.

ensure workplace health and safety inspectors focus on providing
advice and support to businesses rather than investigating and
prosecuting

10. immediately repeal the commercial waste levy;
11. implement a 15% whole Person impairment (wPi) threshold for
accessing common law to significantly reduce the increasing
number of claims for minor injuries;
12. work with local Government to keep all property rate and water
increases to a minimum.

Business Priorities for Queensland’s state and local Governments
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2. Queensland’s
Economic Climate
2.1 Queensland’s economic environment has changed for the worse in recent years and we must respond to this new challenge in a concerted
and decisive manner. Queensland must lay the foundations immediately if the state is to ensure that it enjoys the strong economic growth
and prosperity that it had become accustomed to in the recent past.
2.2 since late 2008, the global economic downturn, high australian dollar and the wide-spread impact of the 2010-11 natural disasters have
resulted in a deterioration of Queensland economic conditions. Poor consumer confidence, reduced revenue and increasing operational
costs have progressively eroded business profitability outside of the resources sector, leading to the emergence of a two-speed economy
which is evidenced by the below table.

perFormance over current year compareD to previouS 12 monthS
Good
(more than 50% said it was better)

reGion

• communication services (64%)
• mining (100%)

Bad
(Between 50 – 70% said it was worse)

Worse
(more than 70% said it was worse)

•
•
•
•

wide Bay (57%)
central coast (mackay) (63%)
sunshine coast (64%)
Brisbane (68%)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

other (55%)
wholesale trade (56%)
Personal and other services (58%)
manufacturing (63%)
agriculture, forestry & fishing (63%)

• Property and Business services (71%)
• accommodation, cafes & restaurants
(78%)
• finance and insurance (80%)
• retail trade (80%)
• construction (81%)
• cultural and recreational services (83%)
• education (86%)
• health and community services (89%)
• transport and storage (89%)
• electricity, Gas and water supply (100%)
• Government administration &
defence (100%)

industry

south west Queensland (71%)
far north Queensland (cairns) (75%)
north Queensland (townsville) (76%)
Gold coast (78%)
central Queensland (rockhampton)
(80%)

Source: CCIQ 2011 Snap Poll

2.3 the patchwork nature of Queensland’s economy presents unique challenges, with some regions experiencing significant skills shortages
and tight labour market conditions while others have increased unemployment and high rates of labour underutilisation. the economic
inequality among Queensland regions is expected to continue with major coal and liquefied natural gas (lnG) projects in the pipeline.

“The resources sector is the only part of the Australian economy
moving forward and without that this country would be as bad as
the rest of the world. The current State and Federal Governments
needs to get out into their electorates to see that people in
general are hurting and there is a risk of a major recession.”
– Queensland Business Operator

cciQ state and local Government election report 2012
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2.4 the commonwealth Bank cciQ Pulse survey of Business conditions for the december Quarter 2011 indicates a more tempered economic
climate for the majority of Queensland businesses than the glossy headline state final demand numbers which are distorted by the spend
occurring in the resources sector. 1

12 mOnTh OuTlOOk: AuSTrAliAn And QueenSlAnd ecOnOmieS
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Queensland outlook

australian outlook

Dec 10

Sep 11

Dec 11

Dec 10

Sep 11

Dec 11

Weaker

48

41

27

29

47

28

Same

30

31

42

43

32

50

Stronger

22

27

31

28

21

23

40.4

45.2

50.9

49.4

42.8

48.6

index

Scale - An index level of above 50 indicates that growth prospects are strengthening, while an Index level below 50 indicates that growth prospects
are weakening.
Source: Commonwealth Bank CCIQ Pulse Survey of Business Conditions – December Quarter 2011

2.5 this tough economic climate is placing significant pressure on Queensland businesses, with many struggling to remain viable. the very last
thing that businesses (especially those which are small and medium-sized) need in these challenging circumstances are additional cost
imposts, red tape and poor fiscal and economic management.

“consumer confidence is low and everyone is holding
onto their cash until they know what is going to happen
with interest rates and the overseas economies.”
“everyone is currently struggling and cannot consider
taking on new staff etc. so things will be at a standstill,
resulting in an overall weakening.”
– Queensland Business Operators

Business Priorities for Queensland’s state and local Governments
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2.6 the table below confirms that business profit margins, competitive pressures both domestically and internationally, and any ability to pass
on costs to the customer are all conspiring to place business in an extremely poor position to withstand the implementation of continuing
cost and red tape increases. historical state and local Government arguments that business can simply pass on cost increases flies in the
face of the evidence presented below.

thinkinG aBout your BuSineSS currently pleaSe inDicate your level oF BuSineSS perFormance in the
FolloWinG areaS:
very high

high

average

low

very low

negative

Business margins and profitability

1.8%

18.1%

53.5%

17.6%

7.8%

1.1%

competitive pressures from local
and national businesses

15.3%

35.3%

37.7%

6.6%

3.9%

1.3%

competitive pressures from
international businesses

12.7%

18.2%

21.5%

17.6%

19.6%

10.5%

ability to pass on higher costs
to your customers

1.6%

9.6%

36.3%

26.1%

21.2%

5.1%

Source: CCIQ Snap Poll 2011

2.7 nevertheless despite the difficult trading environment prevailing at present the future of Queensland remains bright. Queensland treasury
forecasts confirm that the outlook for the Queensland economy is encouraging following the disastrous 2008-09 through to 2010-11
period. the trick in these forecasts is ensuring that the flow on from the resource projects delivers a vitally needed boon for the broader
Queensland business community. this issue is discussed in more detail in section 20.
2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

GsP

0.80

2.10

0.20

4.25

5.00

4.00

4.00

employment

2.20

0.90

2.30

1.50

2.25

2.75

2.75

unemployment rate

4.40

5.70

5.50

5.50

5.25

5.00

5.00

inflation

3.70

2.70

3.30

2.50

3.75

2.75

2.75

wage Price index

4.20

3.30

3.90

3.75

3.75

-

-

Population

2.60

2.30

1.70

1.75

2.00

2.25

2.25

GdP

1.00

2.30

2.10

3.25

3.25

3.00

3.00

employment

0.10

2.40

2.20

1.00

1.50

1.50

1.50

unemployment rate

5.70

5.20

4.90

5.50

5.50

5.00

5.00

inflation

1.50

3.10

3.60

2.25

3.25

2.50

2.50

wage Price index

3.80

3.00

3.80

3.75

3.75

-

-

Population

1.90

1.50

1.40

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

Queensland

australia

Annual Percentage Change
Source: Queensland State Budget Papers, Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper No.2 & MYFER

2.8 the Queensland business community is looking for improved economic management. cciQ believes that business needs to be sent a
clear message that the next state and local Governments are serious about enhancing their operating environment. if the state and local
Governments proactively assist businesses through reduced red tape and lower business costs, then this will improve confidence and
inevitably increase investment and employment.

cciQ state and local Government election report 2012
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3. Business Priorities
for the next State and
Local Governments
3.1 in anticipation of the 2012 state and local Government elections, cciQ conducted its Big 3 for Business survey. it is crucial that the
incoming state Government and councils are aware of the issues of concern to the business community and their priority. the survey
covers federal, state and local issues however emphasis is placed on those issues specific to Queensland. over 1,000 Queensland
businesses provided their views on issues of importance for the next state and local Governments. a full profile of the survey
demographics is contained in appendix one.
3.2 ten issues stood out from the rest as needing priority attention. these are:
•

Queensland businesses regard as essential the next state and local Governments addressing the state’s red tape burden. imposed at
all levels of Government and across all departments the sum of all regulations creates a staggering regime that has blunted business
from growing and employing.

•

reducing direct costs for business was raised as a critical issue by Queensland businesses. costs over the past three years have
continued to escalate despite revenue stagnating which has delivered serious hardship for business and eroded competitiveness.
costs in particular relate to state Government taxes (Payroll tax, stamp duties, land tax etc); energy costs including gas and
electricity, water charges; transport costs and council rates. the federal Government’s carbon tax dominates all issues relating to
direct costs on business.

•

the economy was cited as a critical concern with poor confidence from both consumers and businesses. as part of this issue the two
speed economy was widely recognised with the resources sector masking a poor trading environment for the broader economy. cciQ
notes that this issue is a lag indicator however the next state and local Governments can place the management of the economy as
a central pillar in their agenda. focus on the above and below issues as lead influencers/indicators in particular would have dramatic
impact on this issue.

•

whilst a federal issue, the next state Government should exert influence to ensure that the Fair Work act is reformed to address
issues of eroded productivity, union powers, increasing wages, unfair dismissals and other labour costs including superannuation.

•

Skills and education continues to be a factor inhibiting Queensland business growth with many businesses citing difficulties in
retaining their workforce or attracting additional skills and labour. competition with the resources sector in this area has created
significant challenges for small and medium businesses.

•

State Government fiscal and economic management was cited as a crucial priority capturing a range of issues including debt, bloated
public service, lack of economic vision and questions of confidence in Government leadership.

•

infrastructure remains a key business issue. Businesses have noted the massive infrastructure rollout over recent years, however much
more is needed to meet the needs of the growing population and economy moving forward.

•

Queensland businesses would definitely like to see greater priority given by the next state Government in assisting business through
tax incentives, Government subsidies, training incentives, guidance on accessing the digital economy and tourism marketing.

•

population pressures in south east Queensland whilst at the same time underutilised capacity in regional Queensland gives rise for the
need for the implementation of a regionalisation strategy both in terms of population and economic opportunities.

•

Queensland’s Workplace health and Safety system and the ohs harmonisation agenda is causing considerable angst for business at
present and significant resourcing must be given to assisting business to meet their new obligations in this area.

3.3 other state issues cited as part of the Big 3 for Business survey but of lesser consolidated priority include council approval processes;
retail tenancy laws; large business market dominance; media negativity; online retailing; natural disasters; daylight savings; access to
finance; lack of regional focus; interest rates; insurance costs; cheap imports and distribution of mining wealth.
3.4 cciQ, in assessing the major issues of importance to business, have categorised the majority of these into three themes or big issues for
business. they are:
•

delivering better economic and fiscal management

•

reducing Government costs on business; and

•

reducing Government red tape

Business Priorities for Queensland’s state and local Governments
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top 20 BuSineSS concernS By reGion
all

South east Queensland

regional Queensland

1

carbon tax

level of energy costs

carbon tax

2

level of energy costs

overall level of state taxes

Government planning and investment for
future infrastructure needs

3

overall level of state taxes

carbon tax

level of energy costs

4

Government planning and investment for
future infrastructure needs

level of economic activity and demand

overall complexity of the commonwealth
tax system

5

overall level of commonwealth taxes

overall level of commonwealth taxes

overall level of state taxes

6

overall complexity of the commonwealth
tax system

overall complexity of the commonwealth
tax system

overall level of commonwealth taxes

7

overall complexity of the state tax
system

state Government Budget deficit

overall complexity of the federal
industrial relations system

8

state Government Budget deficit

overall complexity of the state tax
system

overall complexity of the state tax
system

9

level of economic activity and demand

high level of government spending

state Government Budget deficit

10

high level of government spending

Government planning and investment for
future infrastructure needs

the whs obligations of employers versus
those of employees

11

overall complexity of the federal
industrial relations system

overall complexity of the federal
industrial relations system

recruiting employees with appropriate
skills

12

the whs obligations of employers versus
those of employees

the whs obligations of employers versus
those of employees

high level of government spending

13

understanding obligations and regulatory
requirements

level of water costs

understanding obligations and regulatory
requirements

14

overall complexity of the state’s
workplace health and safety system

understanding obligations and regulatory
requirements

level of economic activity and demand

15

completing paperwork and reporting
requirements

overall complexity of the state’s
workplace health and safety system

understanding and interpreting the new
whs legislation commencing 1 Jan 2012

16

workers compensation costs

unfair dismissal legislation

level of transport costs

17

level of water costs

completing paperwork and reporting
requirements

retaining skilled employees

18

understanding and interpreting the new
whs legislation commencing 1 Jan 2012

workers compensation costs

council rates

19

council rates

level of interest rates/cost of finance

overall complexity of the state’s
workplace health and safety system

20

finding information and monitoring
changes

finding information and monitoring
changes

completing paperwork and reporting
requirements

Source: CCIQ’s 2012 Big 3 for Business Election Survey – January 2012

legend
theme 1: delivering Better economic and fiscal management
theme 2: reducing Government costs on Business
theme 3: reducing Government red tape
other: other issues relating to Business
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top 20 BuSineSS concernS By BuSineSS Size
all

Small (1-19 employees)

medium (20-99 employees)

large (100+ employees)

1

carbon tax

level of energy costs

carbon tax

carbon tax

2

level of energy costs

carbon tax

overall level of state taxes

Government planning
and investment for future
infrastructure needs

3

overall level of state taxes

overall level of commonwealth
taxes

level of energy costs

overall level of state taxes

4

Government planning
and investment for future
infrastructure needs

overall complexity of the
commonwealth tax system

the whs obligations of employers
versus those of employees

level of energy costs

5

overall level of
commonwealth taxes

Government planning
and investment for future
infrastructure needs

overall complexity of the state tax
system

workers compensation claims
including common law

6

overall complexity of the
commonwealth tax system

overall level of state taxes

overall level of commonwealth
taxes

overall complexity of the federal
industrial relations system

7

overall complexity of the state tax
system

level of economic activity and
demand

overall complexity of the
commonwealth tax system

high level of government
spending

8

state Government Budget deficit

state Government Budget deficit

overall complexity of the federal
industrial relations system

workers compensation costs

9

level of economic activity and
demand

overall complexity of the state tax
system

Government planning
and investment for future
infrastructure needs

overall level of commonwealth
taxes

10

high level of government
spending

high level of government
spending

state Government Budget deficit

overall complexity of the
commonwealth tax system

11

overall complexity of the federal
industrial relations system

overall complexity of the federal
industrial relations system

Payroll tax

overall complexity of the state tax
system

12

the whs obligations of employers
versus those of employees

understanding obligations and
regulatory requirements

recruiting employees with
appropriate skills

state Government Budget deficit

13

understanding obligations and
regulatory requirements

the whs obligations of employers
versus those of employees

high level of government
spending

level of economic activity and
demand

14

overall complexity of the state’s
workplace health and safety
system

level of water costs

understanding obligations and
regulatory requirements

level of water costs

15

completing paperwork and
reporting requirements

overall complexity of the state’s
workplace health and safety
system

workers compensation claims
including common law

unfair dismissal legislation

16

workers compensation costs

council rates

workers compensation costs

Payroll tax

17

level of water costs

completing paperwork and
reporting requirements

completing paperwork and
reporting requirements

recruiting employees with
appropriate skills

18

understanding and interpreting
the new whs legislation
commencing 1 Jan 2012

finding information and
monitoring changes

understanding and interpreting
the new whs legislation
commencing 1 Jan 2012

retaining skilled employees

19

council rates

level of interest rates/cost of
finance

overall complexity of the state’s
workplace health and safety
system

understanding and interpreting
the new whs legislation
commencing 1 Jan 2012

20

finding information and
monitoring changes

level of telecommunications costs

unfair dismissal legislation

the whs obligations of employers
versus those of employees

Source: CCIQ’s 2012 Big 3 for Business Election Survey – January 2012
legend
theme 1: delivering Better economic and fiscal management
theme 2: reducing Government costs on Business
theme 3: reducing Government red tape
other: other issues relating to Business
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Theme 1:
Delivering
Better
Economic
and Fiscal
Management
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4. Theme 1 – The Role of
Government for Business
4.1 the role of Government
the state Government has a vital role in building and sustaining the economy. Queensland businesses predominantly see the responsibility
of state and local Government as creating an environment which is conducive to economic growth. every region in australia is in
competition with each other to some extent. as a result, Queensland needs to have a business operating environment that is the absolute
standout as a region to do business in.
4.2 Sustainable competitive advantages
the things that Queensland does well happen because the market brings our sustainable competitive advantages to focus in these areas.
the reality is that if the general business environment is right, the marketplace will determine the nature of our economic development.
Queensland tends to either be leading the pack in terms of high business costs, or trailing the pack due to specific disadvantages. this
means that in some industries Queensland has a genuine competitive advantage, while in others we must, where possible, overcome
natural barriers.
the challenge for state and local Government is to press home our advantages, and to ensure we maximise the benefits that these
advantages can bring to our economy. at the same time, we must identify the areas where we can improve, and systematically
address them. that is to ‘lock in’ those areas where we have a competitive advantage and improve those areas where we operate at a
disadvantage. having a historical competitive advantage on some aspects is no reason to be complacent about the rest. in those areas
that are within our control, our target must be the best in every aspect affecting the business operating environment.
4.3 clear and measurable Goals
it is vitally important that we have a clear vision as to the state’s economic development strategy over the next five to ten years. it is
even more important that the strategy is underpinned by challenging and achievable goals, which are measurable. it is not sufficient, for
example, to say that we will promote economic growth unless there is a measurable target as to where our economy should be in a given
time frame. to foster community ownership these targets or goals must be in the public domain and subject to regular progress reports.
4.4 Government assistance for industry
the Queensland business community does not seek significant direct financial assistance from state or local Governments, particularly in
areas where the same assistance is readily available from other sources. the emphasis on Government assistance should, in the main, be
strategic rather than client focused. examples whereby Government resources can make a significant difference include:
•

encouraging business take up of accredited training;

•

export development;

•

industrial estates;

•

encouragement of industrial clusters;

•

Business/skills migration; and

•

infrastructure development.

4.5 industry consultation
it is essential that both local and state Governments consult regularly with industry and commerce. the prime avenue for consultation
should be through the existing business organisations such as the chamber of commerce movement.

the Government (local and state) understands the needs of your
business and adequately consult when implementing policy changes.

strongly
agree

agree

neutral

disagree

strongly
disagree

10.5%

4.8%

10.3%

26.7%

47.7%

Source: CCIQ’s 2012 Big 3 for Business Election Survey – January 2012
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4.6 cciQ believes it is imperative that the next state Government demonstrates to the Queensland private sector that maintaining an
environment where business can grow and employ is one of its key priorities. cciQ believes it is time for the state Government
to recommit to a much stronger competitive business environment in Queensland. the state Government can no longer rely upon
Queensland’s once competitive low tax state status. cciQ believes it should be assessed on what it provides in initiatives each year to
further stimulate the economy.

recommenDationS
cciQ encourages fiscal responsibility and the enhancement of a competitive business operating environment within Queensland.
cciQ advocates the following interacting fiscal strategies as the framework to achieve a healthy sustainable Queensland economy.
Budget position: Better management of the state’s finances in a fiscally responsible manner. this principle must be adhered to whilst also
pursuing the following budget principles:
red tape: to have the lowest red tape burden in australia.
taxation: to have a business tax regime which is the most competitive of all states and which promotes growth and encourages participation.
charges by public utilities: to ensure that charges imposed by public utilities (water, energy, ports etc) are the most competitive of all states.
Government Services: Provision of a range and level of Government services which meet reasonable community expectations at a cost
consistent with best practice.
infrastructure: to ensure that essential public infrastructure is maintained on a sustainable basis at a level which will encourage economic
development and that maximises the use of the private sector.

“Queensland needs greater encouragement for
growth in small business and less regulation.”
“There is a lot of mismanagement occurring at a State
and local Government level; hopefully the elections
will ensure that they consider the small and medium
operators more for the future.”
“Business regulation and compliance are a huge
impost on business and employment.”
- Queensland Business Operators

cciQ state and local Government election report 2012
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5. Theme 1 – State Government
Fiscal Management
5.1 the challenge for the next state Government is to identify the areas where Queensland can be improved, and systematically address
them. economic and fiscal management is one of these areas particularly given its ability to influence business and consumer confidence,
spending and investment decisions

ecOnOmic iSSueS
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the BuDGet poSition
5.2 the state Government’s relative commitment to fiscal discipline and actions to commence bringing the state Budget closer to a
sustainable position is commendable, however, it is not enough and will not restore the state’s vitally needed aaa credit rating.
the business community believes efforts to get the budget back into the black thus far are minimalist in approach and the state
Government must increase its actions to:•

deliver a budget operating surplus as soon as possible;

•

reign in recurrent expenditure;

•

continue with its public sector infrastructure spending with emphasis given to encouraging private sector involvement in major public
infrastructure projects; and

•

use asset sale proceeds to retire debt or fund new infrastructure and not used for recurrent expenditure.

it is absolutely essential that the Queensland state Government
strive to return the budget to surplus as soon as possible.

strongly
agree

agree

neutral

disagree

strongly
disagree

32.9%

33.5%

20.5%

10.9%

2.1%

Source: CCIQ’s 2012 Big 3 for Business Election Survey – January 2012

5.3 inevitably the embedded structural deficit that exists within the state Budget must be addressed. key points that can be readily
discerned from the state’s financial position:
•

expenditure is increasing at a significantly higher rate than revenue and cPi;

•

consequently the budget position is being progressively eroded with actual and forecast deficits across the forward estimates;

•

the deficit will peak at $4,213 million in 2012-13 and the budget will not return to surplus until at least 2014-15 and debt expected to
reach $89.7 billion by 2014-15; 2

•

forward estimates do not contain trends that will restore the state’s vitally needed aaa credit rating;

Business Priorities for Queensland’s state and local Governments
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•

all states have a prized triple-a credit rating except Queensland and tasmania. Queensland has been the only state during recent
years to have its credit rating adjusted downwards;

•

overall trend in recent years has been one of deterioration driven by growth in recurrent spending;

•

failure to reduce spending growth will threaten the sustainability of our public finances over the medium term and damage the
economy’s competitiveness through dependence on prevailing high business taxes and charges.

Summary

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

revenue

31,430

37,008

39,729

41,957

44,416

expenses

32,989

36,974

39,785

43,473

47,269

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

43,631

48,150

50,257

47,844

49,410

50,197

net operating Balance

-1,559

35

-56

-1,516

-2,853

-4,213

-1,261

60

cash surplus / deficit

-4,922

-2,839

-5,305

-5,880

-6,914

-7,456

-3,807

-1,126

5,716

6,960

8,767

8,237

7,292

6,987

6,250

4,810

capital Purchases
net Borrowing

4,175

3,728

5,182

1,311

8,172

9,320

5,556

2,486

Gross Borrowing

6,328

10,278

15,916

25,089

32,158

41,490

47,049

49,549

net worth

155,178

184,619

175,655

171,222

171,282

171,271

173,719

178,195

net debt

-22,598

-19,281

-13,342

-9,047

-3,206

4,924

9,015

10,441

Dollar values in millions and in current prices
Source: ABS Catalogue 6401.0 and Queensland State Budget Papers, Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper No.2 & MYFER

moody’s

Standard & poors

new south wales

aaa

aaa

Queensland

aa1

aa+

australian capital territory

na

aaa

western australia

aaa

aaa

victoria

aaa

aaa

south australia

aaa

aaa

tasmania

aaa

aa+

northern territory

aa1

na

Source: State Budget Papers
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5.4 when Queensland is already running a deficit it stands to reason that when future expenses exceed future revenue an embedded deficit
will remain. the following graph highlights that Queensland appears to be dramatically out of sync with the budget positions of all other
states. this is no doubt the major contributing reason for the credit rating agencies’ poor assessments of our financial position.

STATe BudGeT SurpluSeS / (deFiciTS) ($ milliOnS)
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5.5 if cciQ had to crystal ball gaze, a further asset privatisation program will need to be considered; increases in taxes, fees and charges will
be put forward; and further redundancies across the public sector will be mooted as solutions to address a brewing debt storm.

Government eFFiciency
5.6 the challenge for the next state Government is to improve its fiscal management. cciQ believes the only way that this can occur is by
dramatically reigning in the expenditure of the state Government. however there exists a business community perception that the current
state Government appears reluctant to look at its own cost structure which is the underlying cause of its financial difficulties. during
the most recent economic downturn the Queensland business community has had to look at its own expenditure in order to balance the
books. Businesses are rightly asking the question why the state Government should be any different. the state Government’s line of
protecting public service inefficiency is severely limiting its ability to address the budget deficit and state Government debt.

there is considerable room for improvement in the efficiency and
effectiveness of state Government service delivery

strongly
agree

agree

neutral

disagree

strongly
disagree

73.7%

20.8%

3.4%

1.3%

0.8%

Source: CCIQ’s 2012 Big 3 for Business Election Survey – January 2012

5.7 the role of the public sector is to deliver services required by the taxpayers in the most efficient manner possible. the expense and
delivery of Government services represents a significant business input cost in Queensland. the dominance of the public sector in the
Queensland economy means the efficiency and effectiveness of government is essential to the performance of the state economy. strong
efforts must be made to ensure departmental operating expenses do not rise unchecked. duplication and inefficiency in the government
sector results in an unnecessary taxation burden on business. cciQ supports the need for a small, flexible, highly skilled public sector with
the knowledge and capacity to work cooperatively and engage with business.

Business Priorities for Queensland’s state and local Governments
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5.8 cciQ examples of potential efficiency savings include:
•

if growth in state Government expenditure remained unchanged in real terms during 2011-12 then budgetary savings of $3.796 billion
would have been achieved or eroding 133% of the budget deficit subsequently turning it into a surplus. 3

•

state Government’s employee expenses increased in 2011-12 by 7.8% an outcome inconsistent with Queensland’s private sector. indeed
$1,317 million or 46.2% of the forecasted 2011-12 budget deficit could be slashed if the wages bill was capped at 2010-11 levels. cciQ
believes that the Queensland community would understand that the public sector has to bear more responsibility for cost saving
measures. 4

•

the potential of $1.1 billion in savings or 38.6% of the forecasted 2011-12 budget deficit if Queensland can match the outcomes
achieved by the best performing state as measured by the Productivity commission’s report of Government service Provision which
cciQ highlighted in last year’s state Budget submission. 5

recommenDation
the Queensland Government must adopt strategies that achieve a more efficient and effective public sector. such policies would bring about a
return to a budget operating surplus and restoration of the state’s aaa credit rating.
revenue
2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

taxation revenue

8,877

9,474

9,876

10,509

11,337

12,315

13,364

Grants

17,476

20,375

20,081

21,898

19,426

22,331

22,732

sales of good and services

3,568

3,928

4,113

4,510

4,835

5,113

5,290

interest income

1,482

2,132

2,289

2,461

2,616

2,694

2,765

dividends & income tax equivalent income
other
Total revenue

1,180

1,005

1,335

1,038

1,174

1,467

1,753

4,425

2,678

3,489

4,001

4,244

4,229

4,354

37,008

39,592

41,183

44,417

43,632

48,149

50,258

14,305

15,395

16,955

18,272

18,898

19,737

20,741

eXpenSeS
employee expenses

858

1,329

1,265

1,221

1,235

1,324

1,325

other superannuation expenses

superannuation interest cost

2,012

2,019

2,128

2,259

2,318

2,374

2,416

other operating expenses

7,185

8,124

8,659

9,560

9,588

9,561

9,499

2,496

2,479

2,608

2,885

3,129

3,365

3,519

599

827

1,240

1,691

2,126

2,486

2,722

Grant expenses

9,519

9,802

10,455

11,381

10,550

10,564

9,975

Total expenses

36,974

39,976

43,310

47,269

47,844

49,411

50,197

57,523

57,319

57,209

57,390

59,415

61,884

64,168

depreciation and amortisation
other interest expenses

Balance Sheet
financial assets
non-financial assets

172,326

180,982

181,778

184,040

192,167

198,456

203,730

229,849

238,301

238,987

241,430

251,582

260,340

267,898

total liabilities

45,230

50,694

61,021

70,148

80,312

86,621

89,702

net worth

total assets

184,619

187,607

177,966

171,282

171,271

173,719

178,195

net financial worth

12,293

6,625

-3,812

-12,758

-20,897

-24,737

-25,535

net financial liabilities

11,660

18,273

22,720

29,702

38,461

43,112

44,805

net debt

-19,281

-13,206

-9,989

-3,206

4,924

9,015

10,441

Dollar values in millions and in current prices
Source: Queensland State Budget Papers, Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper No.2 & MYFER
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6. Theme 1 – Infrastructure
6.1 Queensland’s infrastructure is vital to our economy. in order to grow and prosper, it is essential that our infrastructure is capable of
meeting the needs of the state’s economy today, and through better planning, construction and maintenance, meets the needs of our
growing economy and population into the future.
6.2 the above average population growth currently being experienced is placing increasing pressure on Queensland’s infrastructure networks.
Queensland also faces additional challenges in meeting the state’s infrastructure requirements due to its large geographical area and low
population density, which means that the cost of maintaining infrastructure is high and shared among relatively few taxpayers without
cross-subsidisation.
6.3 it is important that the state’s infrastructure networks are able to cope with increasing demand in order to:
•

encourage ongoing business investment and expansion into regional areas leading to positive impacts on population growth;

•

drive above-average economic growth and ensure the future prosperity of all Queensland communities;

•

enhance the competitiveness of the state in domestic and global marketplaces;

•

reduce the negative impacts felt by businesses due to poor or inefficient infrastructure such as high business costs, reduced
productivity, impacts on customer relationships, reduced availability of staff and delayed expansions of businesses.

6.4 the following graph indicates the range of issues that Queensland businesses prioritise in terms of infrastructure.

inFrASTrucTure iSSueS
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Source: CCIQ’s 2012 Big 3 for Business Election Survey – January 2012

planninG For QueenSlanD’S Future inFraStructure neeDS
6.5 Queensland businesses often raise concerns about the state’s infrastructure networks not keeping pace with demand (shown in the above
graph with 69.9% of businesses expressing major or critical concern with government planning and investment for future infrastructure
needs). Population planning is seen as mainly reactive resulting in existing infrastructure and development catering only for the needs of
the current population, not the growing population moving forward. the state Government is often seen to be playing “catch-up” in terms
of delivering infrastructure that meets the needs of the growing population. there are also higher levels of discontent with infrastructure
planning and delivery in regional Queensland compared to seQ. 6 this situation needs to be rectified as a matter of urgency to alleviate
the brake that infrastructure constraints place on economic growth and productivity.

Business Priorities for Queensland’s state and local Governments
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6.6 in relation to planning for Queensland’s future infrastructure networks, Queensland businesses are strongly supportive of:
•

developing a long term planning approach that identifies key infrastructure needs within all Queensland regions and an associated
timeline for their delivery;

•

ensuring infrastructure plans remain up-to-date with identified infrastructure priorities continuing to reflect the needs of businesses
and the community;

•

regular audits and surveys should be undertaken to identify capacity constraints and infrastructure gaps, with associated strategies
developed to address identified challenges in every region;

•

continual updating of timelines to provide increased certainty and direction for businesses that allow them to make informed
decisions about investment and expansion activities;

•

equal focus on seQ and regional Queensland.

recommenDation
improve infrastructure planning to incorporate the feedback of the Queensland business community to ensure it can meet the needs of the
growing population and economy.

private Sector participation
6.7 cciQ is strongly supportive of placing increased attention on how to encourage and increase private sector participation in the delivery,
management and operation of Queensland’s infrastructure networks. Queensland businesses have identified a number of impediments
that currently discourage their participation in Public-Private-Partnerships including the lack of information available on the potential
opportunities that exist, complicated application processes, excessive amounts of red tape and initial capital outlay requirements. the
most appropriate ways to engage the private sector in infrastructure projects throughout all Queensland regions needs to be determined.
for more information, see section 20 on increasing local opportunities.

tranSport inFraStructure
6.8 cciQ released a transport blueprint in 2011 that provides a Queensland business perspective of how to improve Queensland’s transport
infrastructure to drive business and economic growth and enhance productivity. 7 this Blueprint found that demand on the state’s
transport networks will only increase moving forward, with demand being driven by a strong population growth rate, significant projected
increases in freight movement over the coming decade and the growing number of private vehicles on our roads.
6.9 currently an efficient and reliable transport network is of high importance to around half of Queensland businesses. Businesses in regional
areas have a significantly higher reliance on transport networks than those located in seQ due to lower population densities and the vast
distances travelled for business purposes. however, transport networks are rated quite poorly by businesses resulting in impacts such
as increased costs, decreased efficiency/productivity, delayed deliveries, negative impact on staff retention and decreased customer
satisfaction.
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6.10 key recommendations in the cciQ transport Blueprint include:
•

the state Government must commit to a major transport infrastructure agenda designed to improve the availability and capacity of
networks in each region.

•

investigate alternative funding mechanisms that could be adopted for establishing and maintaining transport infrastructure in
Queensland.

•

determine the most appropriate ways to engage the private sector in transport projects.

•

flood proofing and flood mitigation should be a key consideration during the development or maintenance of any transport network
throughout the state.

•

the Queensland infrastructure Plan needs to outline strategies to overcome capacity constraints within all transport networks
throughout the state in order to reduce bottlenecks and deliver a transport network that provides a competitive advantage to growing
and productive businesses.

•

undertake initiatives aimed at delivering a more integrated public transport network in seQ.

•

state Government working with industry to develop a strategic vision on how to reduce our state’s reliance on the road network by
enhancing the feasibility of other modes of transport.

•

increased priority to be placed on enhancing the capacity, reliability and accessibility of regional transport networks.

recommenDation
implement the recommendations of cciQ’s transport Blueprint.

other inFraStructure prioritieS
6.11 other infrastructure priorities identified by our members include:
•

substantial improvements to social infrastructure access, including in regional areas. key access issues relate to child care facilities,
health services and affordable housing;

•

enhancing access to high speed broadband which has the potential to deliver a range of additional benefits for businesses including
improved productivity, increased efficiency and cost savings;

•

reliable and affordable access to water infrastructure.

“The planning horizon is too short. Qld population has
grown at roughly the same rate for the last 35 years
- the current problems have not just materialised. The
real issue was that planning for the future stopped in
1989 and was only recently recommenced.”
“public transport remains a problem with no apparent
major improvements in the pipeline. As long as
they continue to spend money on roads, people
will continue to drive to work in preference.”
“There is still a lot of catching up to be done on
infrastructure by our state government to catch
up for twenty years of nothing being done.”
- Queensland Business Operators

Business Priorities for Queensland’s state and local Governments
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7. Theme 1 – Population and
Regionalisation Strategies
7.1 Queensland continues to maintain strong population growth which creates abundant opportunities as well as challenges for our state’s
economy and business community. it is essential that we capitalise on these opportunities whilst meeting challenges head on to secure
Queensland’s future prosperity.
7.2 at the beginning of 2012, Queensland’s population was estimated at 4.62 million people, with an increase of one person every 6 minutes
and 54 seconds. 8 Queensland has the third largest population in australia with one fifth of the population residing in the state. 9
Queensland had the highest growth rate in australia until 2007-08 when it was overtaken by western australia. Between 2008-09 and
2010-11, Queensland’s annual population growth rate fell by 1.0% to 1.7% however it continues to be significantly higher than nsw (1.1%),
victoria (1.5%) and australia (1.4%). 10

pOpulATiOn GrOWTh in TOp 5 pOpulATed STATeS And AuSTrAliA Over The lAST decAde
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Source: ABS Australian Demographic Statistics, Cat No 3101.0

these growth patterns represent a significant challenge for the Queensland Government with much needing to be done to ensure the
needs of the state’s growing population are met moving forward.

QueenSlanD population policy
7.3 a growing population is very important for ensuring that Queenslanders continue to enjoy high standards of living, and for vibrant
regional economies and communities. Queensland businesses have expressed concerns regarding business viability, business costs,
business productivity and the impact on the state’s economy and competitiveness if population growth were to taper significantly in
Queensland. 11
7.4 overall, the Queensland business community is supportive of the Queensland Government taking a leadership and coordination role
to ensure the most consistent, coherent and considered approach to population planning and infrastructure provision is undertaken
state-wide.

recommenDation
develop a long term Queensland Population Policy.
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7.5 a population policy should support the following strategies:
•

encouraging the settlement of the state’s increasing population to regional Queensland;

•

Planning and development of infrastructure networks that meet the needs of the growing population and economy (see section 6.0 on
infrastructure);

•

marketing and promotional campaigns to increase the knowledge, awareness and attractiveness of Queensland’s regions;

•

developing strategies to meet the labour and skills demands of business, encouraging investment and settlement in all Queensland
regions (see section 19.0 on skills and education);

•

developing region and industry specific industry development Plans;

•

implementing strategies that enhance the tax competitiveness of Queensland regions (see section 9.0 on state taxation);

•

adopting innovative and practical ways to reduce the regulatory burdens impacting on Queensland businesses and communities (see
section 15.0 on red tape reduction);

•

strengthening community engagement and consultation practices.

reGionaliSation anD DecentraliSation
7.6 the key component of any Queensland population strategy must be a focus on regionalisation and decentralising the population.
currently, two thirds of Queensland’s population (66%) resides in south east Queensland. 12 many Queensland businesses have expressed
strong support for decentralising the Queensland population from the seQ corner to ensure Queensland can reach its full potential while
sustaining and capitalising on growth. strengthening regional economies will have positive impacts on regional unemployment rates and
on population growth whilst partially helping to alleviate growth pressures in seQ.

recommenDation
develop a Queensland regionalisation and decentralisation policy enhancing competitiveness of the state’s regional economies.
7.7 a regionalisation and decentralisation policy should incorporate the following priorities:
ensuring adequate infrastructure and Services
•

identification of ways to increase the accessibility of Queensland regions, including improvements to the quality and weather resilience
of the roads network, increasing access to public transport and upgrading airport infrastructure.

•

development of long term comprehensive water and energy supply strategies for each region to ensure the ongoing adequacy and
security of water and electricity supplies.

•

development and regular review of long term regional infrastructure and services plans linked to population mapping activities.

creating a competitive Business environment
•

adoption of innovative and practical ways to address barriers to increased business investment in Queensland regions, particularly
through the reduction of inconsistent, duplicated and burdensome regulation.

•

development of regional skills plans to identify and address the needs of local businesses, the resource sector and its support industries.

•

development of regional and resource project plans that incorporate an assessment of the impact of the fly-in/fly-out workforce on
local economies, infrastructure and services with a view to maximising the long-term stability of the region and opportunities for
investment and local businesses.

attracting people and Business investment to regional Queensland
•

Promotion and marketing of the lifestyle advantages of living and working in regional Queensland, directed at businesses, investors
and metropolitan based workforces nationally with the aim of increasing investment and population flows into regional cities.

•

decentralisation of Queensland Government offices and functions, where appropriate.

•

development of strategies to address the significant disparity in the quality and availability of education and training opportunities in
regional Queensland compared to south east Queensland.

•

alignment of social infrastructure and community service enhancement in line with projected population increases.

•

creation of a single entry point in government to support business investment and expansion in regional areas.

“Queensland’s population has been continually
growing for many years now and state governments
have not been keeping up with demand.”
- Queensland Business Operator

Business Priorities for Queensland’s state and local Governments
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Theme 2:
Reducing
Government
Costs on
Business
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8. Theme 2 –
Competitive Business
Operating Environment
8.1 Building a strong business operating environment that allows local industries to compete globally is pivotal to the economic well-being of
business and is a key role for state and local Governments. Queensland’s business operating environment embraces business taxes, fees
and charges, energy costs, council rates etc. the “cost of doing business” issue is critical for all industry but is particularly relevant for those
businesses which are not located in Queensland for natural resource, tourism or agriculture reasons. much of the manufacturing industry is in
this category with Queensland being extremely vulnerable to the relocation of manufacturing capacity to larger, more viable plants closer to
overseas markets.
8.2 these cost issues at the margin can be critical in relocation decisions. accordingly greater priority must be given to examining and
bringing down the cost of doing business in Queensland. creating a strong business operating environment that allows local industries to
compete globally is pivotal to the economic well-being of Queensland.
8.3 for Queensland’s general business environment to represent a sustainable competitive advantage, we must be better than all other states.
this is particularly challenging given that our competition is continually changing and accordingly our attractiveness is relative to what is
occurring elsewhere.
8.4 every region in australia is in competition with each other to some extent in the area of investment attraction through competitive
taxation regimes. having a once competitive advantage is no reason to be complacent now. cciQ is increasingly of the view that
Queensland is unfortunately losing its low tax status with western australia inheriting the distinguished honour. Queensland needs to have
a business operating environment that is the most competitive.
8.5 Business in this state is facing increasingly tough competition not only from domestic markets but from overseas. the competition is
not standing still and a number of state Governments have sought to greatly improve their state’s competitiveness in recent years. if
Queensland does not respond to initiatives occurring elsewhere our attractiveness is diminished in the eyes of potential and existing
investors. in order to maintain our competitiveness Queensland must improve its own business operating environment.
interstate competitiveness

taxation per capita

% increase

2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

$ increase

01-02 to 11-12

Qld

$1,211

$1,321

$1,480

$1,614

$1,708

$1,927

$2,226

$2,132

$2,109

$2,136

$2,268

$1,057

0.9

aus

$1,637

$1,757

$1,892

$2,056

$2,135

$2,272

$2,357

$2,499

$2,451

$2,636

$2,769

$1,132

0.7

-$426

-$436

-$412

-$442

-$427

-$345

-$131

-$367

-$342

-$500

-$501

Qld

85.7

85.8

86.9

85.5

85.2

84.6

85.6

86.9

87.2

-

-

1.5

aus

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

-

-

0

Qld

4.0%

4.4%

4.7%

4.4%

4.1%

4.3%

4.5%

3.6%

3.7%

-

-

-0.3

aus

4.8%

4.9%

5.0%

4.7%

4.7%

4.8%

4.8%

4.1%

4.2%

-

-

-0.6

01-02 to 09-10
taxation effort

taxation as a % of GSp

Dollar values in millions and in current prices
Source: ABS Catalogue 6401.0 and Queensland State Budget Papers, Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper No.2 & MYFER

8.6 Queensland’s business environment continues to be attractive however its competitiveness has continually been eroded since 2001-02.
cciQ urges the Queensland Government to adopt a longer term strategy that will ensure we continue to have a business tax regime that is
the most competitive of all states.

recommenDation
state and local Governments should work together to offer a competitive business operating environment. our immediate target should be to
have business costs be the clear stand out as the lowest in australia.

Business Priorities for Queensland’s state and local Governments
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9. Theme 2 – State Taxation
9.1 Queensland’s economy has become more dynamic, efficient and productive over recent decades. however, the state’s tax system has
adapted slowly to these changes. as a result, the state’s taxes are considered by Queensland businesses to be a brake on the state
economy achieving its full potential and being as internationally competitive as it can be. cciQ believes that the state Government must
assist business by easing the taxation burden.
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9.2 there is a tendency amongst policymakers to index fees and charges but not tax thresholds. this damaging and distorting practice means
that businesses are quickly caught in the ‘tax trap’ due to the economy’s inflationary trends.

recommenDation
the state Government index all business tax thresholds on 1 July each year.

payroll taX
9.3 one of the most burdensome taxes upon business is payroll tax and changes to reduce the complexity and burden of payroll taxes are
necessary if Queensland businesses are to remain competitive. Payroll tax directly impedes employment and industry growth. Payroll
tax acts as a direct disincentive to employers expanding their workforce above the payroll tax threshold. it moves resources away from
business investment and expansion.
9.4 cciQ recognises the relative importance of payroll tax to Queensland state Government receipts but believes that the negative effects of
this regressive taxation and its adverse impact on international competitiveness clearly places it at the head of any taxation reform strategy.
accordingly cciQ recommends a long term view of completely phasing out payroll tax through progressively lifting the exemption threshold.
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9.5 Queensland Government is increasingly relying on payroll tax to fund state services. the demonstrated growth in payroll tax from 25.0%
to 33.2% of state taxation revenue shows an increasing dependency on payroll tax for the generation of state taxation revenue.
State taxation revenue

% increase
2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

$ increase

01-02 to 11-12

payroll tax

$1,202

$1,334

$1,479

$1,674

$1,917

$2,232

$2,493

$2,754

$2,687

$3,023

$3,492

$2,290

190.5%

payroll tax as a %
of total State taxes

25.0%

23.8%

22.2%

24.1%

25.9%

26.3%

26.1%

31.0%

28.7%

30.3%

33.2%

8.3%

Dollar values in millions and in current prices
Source: ABS Catalogue 6401.0 and Queensland State Budget Papers, Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper No.2 & MYFER

9.6 Queensland is the only state whereby the payroll tax exemption threshold reduces to zero for payrolls between $1 and $5 million.
employers with payrolls just over $5 million do not enjoy any benefit of an exemption threshold. for a band of employers in Queensland
approaching $5 million and over $5 million they are at a competitive disadvantage with several others states. cciQ recommends the
removal of the diminishing exemption threshold to be replaced by a flat exemption threshold set at at least $2 million.
9.7 in the interim period of phasing out payroll tax there is a clear case for indexing the threshold given bracket creep. the Payroll tax
threshold should be indexed to annual wages growth. adjustments should also be made if there are legislative changes to other
components of payroll tax, such as the superannuation guarantee levy.

recommenDationS:
•

the next state Government remove the diminishing exemption threshold and replace it with a flat exemption threshold set at least at
$2 million and then indexed to annual wages growth.

•

the next state Government commit to completely phasing out payroll tax from the Queensland tax stable through progressively lifting
the exemption threshold.

Stamp DutieS
9.8 duties on insurance, transfer of property and other business assets, and vehicle registration are of critical importance to Queensland
businesses. cciQ urges the Queensland state Government to take further action in increasing the competitiveness of stamp duties.
stamp duties since 2001-02 have increased by $1.2 billion or 72%.
State taxation revenue

% increase
2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

$ increase

01-02 to 11-12

$1,056

$1,382

$1,863

$1,744

$1,963

$2,542

$2,912

$1,806

$1,978

$1,933

$1,960

$904

85.6%

$184

$234

$271

$267

$269

$289

$403

$433

$398

$432

$440

$256

139.1%

insurance

$238

$286

$315

$316

$328

$361

$386

$425

$443

$483

$538

$300

126.1%

other duties

$250

$279

$383

$316

$370

$368

$344

$40

$26

$33

$31

-$219

-87.6%

total duties

$1,728

$2,182

$2,832

$2,642

$2,930

$3,560

$4,044

$2,704

$2,845

$2,881

$2,969

$1,241

71.8%

Stamp Duties as a %
of total State taxes

35.9%

39.0%

42.4%

38.0%

39.6%

42.0%

42.4%

30.5%

30.3%

28.9%

28.3%

Stamp Duties
transfer
vehicle registration

-7.6%

Dollar values in millions and in current prices
Source: ABS Catalogue 6401.0 and Queensland State Budget Papers, Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper No.2 & MYFER

9.9 the Queensland Government under the terms of the 1999 intergovernmental agreement on the reform of commonwealth-state financial
relations committed itself to review the need for inefficient stamp duties, including those applied to non residential conveyances, leases,
credit and rental arrangements, and unquoted marketable securities. cciQ acknowledges that the state Government has removed some
duties, in accordance with the intergovernmental agreement. taxes and duties that remain in place must now be reviewed in detail with
the aim of eliminating those that are detrimental to the competitiveness of businesses in Queensland.
9.10 cciQ highlights that insurance premiums continue to be a hindrance to business operating circumstances and accordingly recommends
a reduction in stamp duty on insurance for businesses. taxes on insurance in Queensland are inequitable and are actively discouraging
companies from adequately protecting their assets with appropriate insurance. cciQ urges the Queensland state Government to further
adjust duty rates to at a minimum ensure that taxation receipts remain neutral to increasing insurance premiums. cciQ believes it is time
for the state Government to reconsider the burden placed on businesses through insurance taxes.

recommenDation
stamp duties should be reviewed in detail with the aim of eliminating those that are detrimental to the competitiveness of businesses
in Queensland.

Business Priorities for Queensland’s state and local Governments
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lanD taX
9.11 in recent years, due to significant rises in property prices, the issue of land tax has become increasingly important to business. rising land
tax costs have put enormous pressure on small businesses as the unrealised gain in the value of property has not been met by an increase
in profit margins or revenue. land tax receipts since 2001-02 have increased by over $816 million or 353% with its proportion of state
taxation revenue increasing from 4.8% to 10.0%.

% increase

State taxation revenue
2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

$ increase

01-02 to 11-12

land tax

$231

$279

$313

$419

$404

$485

$610

$838

$1,033

$1,042

$1,047

$816

353.2%

land tax as
a % of total
State taxes

4.8%

5.0%

4.7%

6.0%

5.5%

5.7%

6.4%

9.4%

11.0%

10.4%

10.0%

5.2%

Dollar values in millions and in current prices
Source: ABS Catalogue 6401.0 and Queensland State Budget Papers, Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper No.2 & MYFER

recommenDation
the state Government should consider increasing the land tax threshold and reduce the rates payable to cap the level of land tax at 2009-10 levels.

compliance coStS
9.12 there exists a high compliance burden facing business in relation to business taxes. cciQ would like to work with federal, state and local
tiers of Government to lower the compliance costs of regulations and taxes. taxation simplification whilst not significantly impacting on
revenues has the potential to deliver enormous benefits to business and accordingly cciQ recommends reducing the compliance and
paperwork burden on all businesses, but on small business in particular. this is discussed in greater detail in section 15.0.

recommenDation
the compliance and paperwork burden of taxes on all businesses must be reduced.

“To boost employment reduce business tax. reduce
stamp duty, stop the carbon tax and we need the State
and local Governments to live within their budgets.”
“We were a low tax state once but not anymore.”
“The Government should abolish stamp duty and
payroll tax if they want the economy to flourish.”
- Queensland Business Operators

cciQ state and local Government election report 2012
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10. Theme 2 - Funding State
Business Cost Reductions
10.1 cciQ has consistently stated that positive action by the state Government to improve the business environment will ultimately safe guard
its taxation receipts. carefully crafted business tax reductions ultimately do not reduce Government income as they generate significant
improvement in economic activity further stimulating tax receipts. a competitive business taxation regime does to some extent involve
a leap of faith as in the short term there are possible revenue implications. there can be no doubt however that the best way to protect
Government revenue is to generate private sector economic activity. cciQ research overwhelmingly concludes that savings would be
used by businesses to contribute to employment and the economy by investing in plant and equipment, employing more staff, investing
for future use and training of staff. these results provide strong evidence that tax savings will directly benefit the economy.
10.2 the Queensland business community has delivered a robust revenue base for the Queensland state Government over recent years.
•

Payroll tax receipts since 2001-02 have increased by nearly $2.3 billion or 190.5%.

•

stamp duties since 2001-02 have increased by over $1.2 billion or 72%.

•

total state taxation receipts since 2001-02 have increased by nearly $5.7 billion or 118%.

State taxation revenue
payroll Tax

% increase
2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

$ increase

01-02 to 11-12

$1,202

$1,334

$1,479

$1,674

$1,917

$2,232

$2,493

$2,754

$2,687

$3,023

$3,492

$2,290

190.5%

Stamp duties
$1,056

$1,382

$1,863

$1,744

$1,963

$2,542

$2,912

$1,806

$1,978

$1,933

$1,960

$904

85.6%

vehicle registration

transfer

$184

$234

$271

$267

$269

$289

$403

$433

$398

$432

$440

$256

139.1%

insurance

$238

$286

$315

$316

$328

$361

$386

$425

$443

$483

$538

$300

126.1%
-87.6%

other duties

$250

$279

$383

$316

$370

$368

$344

$40

$26

$33

$31

-$219

total duties

$1,728

$2,182

$2,832

$2,642

$2,930

$3,560

$4,044

$2,704

$2,845

$2,881

$2,969

$1,241

71.8%

$568

$638

$726

$806

$841

$825

$889

$922

$927

$945

$992

$424

74.6%

$231

$279

$313

$419

$404

$485

$610

$838

$1,033

$1,042

$1,047

$816

353.2%

Gambling Taxes and levies
land Tax
debits Tax

$200

$191

$191

$189

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

-$200

-100.0%

motor vehicle registration

$596

$649

$703

$767

$819

$887

$966

$1,041

$1,252

$1,336

$1,383

$787

132.0%

$192

$203

$213

$225

$239

$252

$265

$283

$298

$314

$330

$138

71.9%

$0

$0

$96

$112

$118

$115

$130

$140

$155

$152

$30

$30

na
171.4%

Fire levy
community Ambulance cover
Other Taxes

$98

$122

$123

$119

$127

$127

$150

$194

$177

$219,282

$266

$168

$4,815

$5,598

$6,676

$6,952

$7,396

$8,484

$9,546

$8,877

$9,375

$9,975

$10,509

$5,694

GSp Growth

3.3

6.1

5.1

6.2

5.0

4.2

4.2

0.2

2.1

0

5

49.8%

consumer price index - Brisbane

2.9

3.2

2.9

2.6

3.2

3.3

4.1

3.8

2.6

3.4

3.0

37.1%

Total Taxes

118.3%

Dollar values in millions and in current prices
Source: ABS Catalogue 6401.0 and Queensland State Budget Papers, Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper No.2 & MYFER

10.3 this table represents a very high and growing level of reliance on businesses to fund Government services. Queensland business is
understandably alarmed by this trend. Business acknowledges and accepts that certain levels of taxation are necessary to ensure the
provision of social and business services. however the state Government must take steps to limit its dependency on the Queensland
business community to fund General Government expenditure.
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10.4 despite state Government claims to the contrary, commonwealth revenue has and will continue to be a growing revenue stream which
has already created greater flexibility in meeting various state Government funding priorities. Gst revenue since 2001-02 has increased by
over $4.1 billion or 82% with total australian Government payments to Queensland increasing by over $10.1 billion or 105%.
commonwealth revenue

% increase

2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

$ increase

GST revenue

$5,019

$5,890

$6,515

$7,354

$7,773

$8,092

$8,549

$7,946

$8,090

$8,414

$9,139

$4,120

01-02 to 11-12

82.1%

Specific purpose payments

$3,947

$4,115

$4,359

$4,730

$5,039

$5,808

$6,484

$9,017

$11,560

$11,153

$10,620

$6,673

169.1%

Total Australian
Government payments

$9,638

$10,182

$10,962

$12,228

$12,991

$13,900

$15,033

$16,964

$19,650

$19,567

$19,759

$10,121

105.0%

GSp Growth

3.3

6.1

5.1

6.2

5.0

4.2

4.2

0.2

2.1

0

5.0

49.8%

consumer price index Brisbane

2.9

3.2

2.9

2.6

3.2

3.3

4.1

3.8

2.6

3.4

3.0

37.1%

Dollar values in millions and in current prices
Source: ABS Catalogue 6401.0 and Queensland State Budget Papers, Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper No.2 & MYFER

10.5 as discussed in section five an improvement in the efficiency of Government agency service delivery offers significant scope for enhanced
budget flexibility that can be directly used to fund business assistance initiatives.
10.6 a key consideration when setting taxes is the tension between taxation acting as an impediment to business growth and taxation
providing a revenue stream to deliver social and economic benefits to the broader community. cciQ believes tax reform will assist
in meeting the state Government’s social goals by providing higher employment levels, resulting in improved community wealth and
greater social inclusion through increased participation in society. it will also result in greater economic development which will allow the
Government to provide increased funding to social and environmental areas. the single greatest contribution a business can make to
enhancing australia’s social wellbeing is quite simply providing a job.

recommenDation
the state Government must implement a more competitive business taxation regime.

“encourage and support industry and businesses
that are providing wealth, rather than increasing
taxes and subsidising lost causes. Give wealth
back to regional areas and they will provide
employment, reduce housing and social
pressures, and provide more sustainable growth.”
“i can see that staff reductions are the only way
we have left to actually be in a position to pay the
mounting fees, taxes and levies imposed by this
state government.”
- Queensland Business Operators

cciQ state and local Government election report 2012
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11. Theme 2 – Energy Costs
11.1 electricity is an essential input into nearly every good or service and accordingly its price represents a key influence on the
competitiveness of Queensland businesses. Given the significant cost increases in the energy sector over recent years, including a 64 per
cent increase in electricity prices over the past five years, 13 it is not surprising that the cost of energy is the second most significant issue
for all Queensland business, and is the most significant issue for small businesses.
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Source: ABS Catalogue 6401.0 - Consumer Price Index, Australia, Sep 2011

11.2 a number of factors are placing upward pressure on the cost of supplying electricity including the cost of fuel sources, increasing energy
demand and policy interventions to reduce emissions. these pressures are likely to intensify over the coming years meaning that the
energy prices are likely to increase further.
11.3 cciQ firmly believes that ongoing price increases are unsustainable. Queensland businesses cannot continue to absorb these additional
costs without sizable reductions in employment and/or economic output and ultimately business closures occurring. therefore efficient
planning and management of the energy sector and emerging issues such as climate change mitigation strategies and energy efficiency
are of critical importance if Queensland electricity prices are going to be sustainable and competitive.

recommenDationS
•

the next state Government ensure to the fullest extent that electricity prices are competitive and sustainable;

•

the state Government to play a major role in supporting Queensland businesses to adapt to the challenges of a carbon constrained
economy and stimulate business demand for energy efficient and sustainable business products and technologies.

electricity pricinG methoDoloGy
11.4 the Queensland competition authority is currently developing a new price setting methodology and tariff structure for regulated tariffs in
Queensland and has recommended a cost-reflective network (n) + retail (r) cost build-up approach and a shift to a block tariff structure.
11.5 a key concern for cciQ in relation to this review is protecting the profitability and efficiency of Queensland businesses. the majority
of Queensland businesses are unhappy with the previous consecutive years of electricity price rises, the methodology by which price
increases have been determined and the efficiency, productivity and performance of the electricity industry over recent years.
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11.6 cciQ supports the general direction of these reforms and encourages the next state Government to ensure that wherever possible
the electricity supply industry is as competitive and efficient as possible. cciQ firmly believes that the future methodology for setting
regulated retail prices has an opportunity to address the concern of business.

recommenDation
ensure the future methodology reflects as closely as possible a market based approach and encourages efficiency and performance improvements.

Security oF Supply
11.7 the state Government must adequately plan for and manage the growing energy needs associated with strong population and economic
growth. it is disappointing that the only strategy the Queensland Government currently has for managing the energy challenges
associated with a growing population and industry and economic growth is to institutionalise energy efficiency, penalise high energy users
through higher prices and avoid unnecessary infrastructure investment.
11.8 diversifying Queensland’s energy sources to include greater renewable generation capacity and funding a range of demand management
initiatives are important priorities. however, planning for our future energy infrastructure is also important and needs to form part of a
wider strategic plan for the economic development of the state. energy, being such an important part of our economic development,
should form the basis for longer term planning around issues such as regional development, water, project approvals, taxation, and labour
and skills shortages. this can only be achieved if the separate areas of government responsible for energy policy, industry development,
planning and infrastructure, climate change and emissions management and renewable energy are more closely aligned.
11.9 it is also important to recognise that energy diversification is not limited to developing clean energy sources or alternative fuels, but
should also pursue diversity in the number and location of energy sources, both traditional and clean. regional energy networks in
particular need greater attention. the majority of Queensland’s electricity generation infrastructure is located in central and southern parts
of the state. this not only escalates the cost of transmission and distribution as extensive networks are required to provide electricity
across the grid to meet the needs of growing regions, but also creates challenges for the continuity, security and emergency planning
aspects of energy infrastructure.

recommenDationS
•

the next state Government must develop a long-term energy policy complemented by a strategic energy infrastructure plan for
Queensland.

•

Queensland’s energy policy and infrastructure plan must focus on increasing energy diversity by setting an efficient regulatory
framework that reduces barriers to the exploration, development and take-up of all energy sources and transport fuels.

BuSineSS enerGy eFFiciency
11.10 the state Government must make business energy efficiency a high priority as it not only reduces energy demand and energy costs, but it
also leads to significant gains in business innovation, productivity and economic growth.
11.11 the uptake of business energy efficiency is limited to the availability of efficient technologies and production process as well as
constrained by the significant cost of plant and equipment. furthermore a range of barriers continue to inhibit take-up, particularly by
smaller and medium-sized firms. this includes existing and conflicting regulatory frameworks (health and safety and industrial relations
requirements place additional restrictions on the ability of businesses to implement energy efficiency measures and manage peak
demand), detailed industry specific information on energy efficiency and best practice operations, and most significantly a lack of financial
support to adopt and invest in best practice processes and equipment.

recommenDation
the state Government must take immediate action to support business in energy efficiency with a particular focus on encouraging innovation
and supporting the adoption of new technologies.

“energy costs in my business have risen 25% in
less than 6 months and i have actually reduced
usage. electricity is too expensive - something
needs to be done to stop the rising costs.”
- Queensland Business Operator
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12. Theme 2 –
Environment Costs
12.1 in may 2010, the Queensland Government announced a significant reform package for waste management and resource efficiency. a
key element of the reform package was the introduction of a commercial waste disposal levy designed to complement and fund a new
waste reduction and avoidance strategy for Queensland. the commercial waste levy, a levy on commercial and industrial, construction
and demolition, and hazardous waste streams, commenced in Queensland from 1 december 2011. household (or municipal) waste was
excluded from the levy.
12.2 while Queensland businesses are supportive of the aim to reduce waste and increase the re-use and recycling of resources, they are
strongly opposed to the introduction of the commercial waste levy. cciQ continues to object to the imposition of a waste levy on
Queensland businesses for a number of key reasons:
•

the waste levy increases the cost of running a business and threatens business viability.

•

many businesses do not have the financial capacity to absorb additional waste costs nor do they have the resources to investigate and
make changes to their waste practices and systems. the additional cost will significantly affect the profitability and viability of many
Queensland businesses.

•

the financial impact of the waste levy will be particularly significant for businesses located outside of seQ where mature waste
markets and opportunities for recycling and reuse are limited.

•

advice received from the waste industry suggest that additional administrative and reporting costs will be passed through to waste
customers and could represent up to an additional 20% to 30% cost increase (in addition to the per tonne waste levy cost).

•

the starting price of $35 per tonne for c&i and c&d and $50-$150 per tonne for hazardous waste categories is considered too high a
starting point in light of the significant transition required by industry and the waste sector. most other jurisdictions when introducing
similar legislation did so with a low transitionary price (e.g. nsw commencement price was $5 per tonne and victoria introduced their
waste levy at a starting price of $5 per tonne).

•

the commercial waste levy is inconsistent with other emerging environmental policies: the policy intent of the introduction of the
commercial waste levy is to create a price incentive for waste generators to reduce the amount of waste they send to landfill. it places
a price on the environmental externality for waste. as the unintended consequences of the introduction of a carbon pricing mechanism
will increase the cost of waste sent to landfill, cciQ believes that there will be significant regulatory duplication as both policies have
the same intended outcomes and price the same environmental externality.

•

the waste levy unfairly targets the business community: cciQ continues to maintain that the exclusion of municipal/household waste
from the levy not only unfairly taxes the business community but also creates a number of complexities within the legislation which
significantly further increases red tape for business and the waste industry. cciQ does not believe there is any strong argument (other
than for political reasons) to exclude household waste from the levy, especially when the overall objective of the waste strategy is
to reduce waste to landfill and the household sector is Queensland’s largest growing contributor of waste. the act subsequently
represents poor policy at odds with best practice.

the Queensland state Government should repeal the waste levy
in order to reduce the burden on businesses.

Strongly
agree

agree

neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

34.4%

34.4%

20.9%

8.6%

1.7%

Source: CCIQ’s 2012 Big 3 for Business Election Survey – January 2012

recommenDation
the state Government should immediately repeal the commercial waste levy.

“costs must be shared evenly across the community. There
is no logic in only one sector of a population paying for all
essential services used by an entire population.”
- Queensland Business Operator
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13. Theme 2 – Workers’
Compensation Costs
13.1 cciQ is keen to work with the next state Government to ensure Queensland has the most competitive workers’ compensation scheme in
the country; one that encourages best practice, operates efficiently, and delivers the best outcomes for both employers and employees.
13.2 in early 2010, the state Government undertook a consultation process on Queensland’s workers’ compensation scheme following concerns
about workcover’s deteriorating financial position due to a substantial growth in net claims expenditure (primarily common law claims). 14
13.3 following this review, the Queensland Government ruled out placing any restrictions on injured workers’ access to common law claims
and increased the average premium rate by 13% to $1.30 per $100 of wages paid in 2010-11 (which was subsequently raised a further 9.2%
to $1.42 per $100 wages paid in 2011-2012). the Queensland Government has committed to reviewing the changes made to the workers’
compensation scheme by the end of 2012 to determine their overall effectiveness on the viability of the current scheme and to determine
whether more significant reforms are needed. 15 cciQ is supportive of the following being actioned in the upcoming review:

reDucinG WorkerS’ compenSation coStS
13.4 the majority of Queensland businesses (55.6%) have expressed significant concerns about the cost of workers’ compensation. over the
past 3 years, the Queensland Government has increased the average workers’ compensation premium rate by 23.5% from $1.15 per $100
of wages paid in 2009-10 to $1.42 per $100 wages paid in 2011-12. this means that Queensland no longer holds the record of the lowest
average premium of any rate in australia, now coming second to victoria. 16 if increases to workers’ compensation premiums continue
at the current rate, Queensland is likely to have the highest average premium rates in australia by the end of the decade, significantly
impacting our competitive advantage in this area.
13.5 cciQ is also supportive of implementing a range of initiatives to ensure premiums appropriately reflect the experience of individual
businesses and actively encourage more safety conscious workplaces. for example, initiatives supported include bonuses for being under
the industry average, employers’ premiums not being negatively impacted if an employee is found to be at fault in an incident, a no claim
bonus and incentives for rehabilitation and early return to work outcomes.

recommenDation
action to be taken to reduce average premium rates and ensure Queensland once again has the lowest average premium rate in the country.
initiatives should also be implemented to ensure premiums appropriately reflect the experience of individual businesses.

reDucinG the numBer oF common laW claimS
13.6 the majority of Queensland businesses (52.9%) expressed major or critical concern regarding workers’ compensation claims, particularly
common law claims (see graph in section 18.0). Businesses are strongly supportive of access to common law and compensation for
employees who are genuinely injured through a work related injury. however, many employers believe that the current system is being
exploited, with the majority of common law claims for minor injuries only. over the past 7 years, the majority of claims have fallen within
the 10-15% wri (work related impairment) band or below. furthermore, the majority of these (around 30% to 46% of total claims) are
within the 0% wri threshold meaning that the worker has not sustained any degree of permanent impairment. 17
13.7 currently, Queensland and the act are the only jurisdictions that provide unlimited access to common law (no threshold test).
Queensland employers are strongly supportive of reducing employees’ access to common law claims in line with other states (access to
statutory claims would remain available), while also ensuring employees with genuine claims for serious injuries maintain access to this
compensation avenue. this is not about denying access to compensation for employees who are genuinely injured in the workplace,
rather it is about achieving the most efficient means for delivering outcomes for all stakeholders.

recommenDation
a 15% whole Person impairment (wPi) threshold for accessing common law should be implemented to significantly reduce the increasing
number of claims for minor injuries.
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13.8 Queensland businesses also strongly believe that increased solicitor involvement and engagement is significantly influencing the
increasing number of common law claims. in particular, “no win, no fee” advertising, aggressive action by lawyers that encourage workers
to make a claim even for minor injuries and the sheer number of lawyers profiting from the current scheme are of key concern. 18

recommenDation
further action is required to curtail the negative and exploitive activities of legal professionals in relation to pushing employees to make claims
for minor injuries.

other
13.9 Queensland employers are also supportive of the following:
•

changing the “no-fault” basis for making statutory claims to ensure employees are taking some responsibility and accountability for
their own actions or negligent behaviours;

•

stronger penalties for those found to be making fraudulent or exaggerated claims. this will also help combat the impression that
claims are “easy money”;

•

introducing an earlier step down in weekly benefits from week 13 to encourage an earlier return to work;

•

removing journey claims from Queensland’s workers’ compensation scheme;

•

workcover adopting a range of initiatives that improve their provision of workers’ compensation insurance to businesses including
improved management of claims, increased investigation of claims and deterring fraudulent behaviours.

recommenDation
the concerns of Queensland businesses should be addressed in the planned 2012 review of Queensland’s workers’ compensation scheme.

“Too many people are winning significant payouts
from claims that shouldn’t be allowed. This is
influenced by the ‘no win no pay’ style of lawyers
- they have nothing to lose and Workcover/
employer foot the bill.”
“common law is much too easy to access in
this state. With law firms freely advertising that
they can obtain a slightly injured worker a lot of
money, employers are on the backfoot.”
“The premiums do not reflect our company’s
safety record, level of expenditure, training for
employees, or what employees do in their own
time that might cause or contribute to the injury.”
- Queensland Business Operators
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14. Theme 2 – Council
Rates and Water Charges
14.1 cciQ notes that property rates and water charges have increased over the past decade, significantly in excess of the consumer price
index (cPi). as an example, information related to Brisbane is shown below. similar experiences are also seen in regional Queensland.
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14.2 these results highlight the plight of many struggling businesses right across our state. the lack of harmony between state and local
Governments in dealing with ongoing price increases in both property and water is of concern to the Queensland business community and
cciQ calls on state and local Governments to engage on a deeper level to bring about more sustainable increases in these business cost
areas in order to stimulate economic activity.

recommenDation
the state and local Governments to work towards keeping all property rate and water increases to a minimum.

“The cost of living (council rates and charges and State
Government charges) in Queensland are making it extremely
hard for businesses to operate and stay afloat.”
There is a vital need to provide funding to help business
expand. in particular grants for capital expenditure are
needed to use on new equipment. reduce government red
tape & local government charges at all levels.”
“Turnover has been bad since 2010 but we are facing rising
costs from every angle - electricity, food, petrol prices – and
we are not able to increase our prices to cover these costs.”
- Queensland Business Operators

Business Priorities for Queensland’s state and local Governments
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Theme 3:
Reducing
Government
Red Tape
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15. Theme 3 –
General Government
Red Tape Reduction
15.1 the cost and burden of dealing with all tiers of government continues to be the significant issue for Queensland businesses.
understanding regulatory obligations, paperwork and reporting requirements and finding information and monitoring changes in
regulation all appeared in the top 20 business concerns in the cciQ Big 3 for Business survey. the complexity of state taxation, whs and
environment laws are equally cemented in the top 20 concerns for business.
15.2 the issue of government regulation is of greatest concern for small businesses which typically have fewer resources to deal with red
tape. for these businesses, understanding their regulatory obligations, staying up to date with changes and completing paperwork and
reporting requirements cost them a comparatively greater proportion of their revenue than it does for larger businesses.
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15.3 cciQ’s 2011 red tape survey and 2011 red tape update Paper 19 highlighted the alarming rate at which red tape has increased in
Queensland and the significant cost that excessive, unnecessary and burdensome government regulation imposes on Queensland
businesses. over the past three years, the number and pages of regulations that Queensland businesses are required to comply with has
grown by over 30 per cent such that Queensland businesses are now required to comply with over 92,172 pages of red tape. accordingly,
cciQ has calculated that compliance with state based regulation costs Queensland businesses and the economy over $7 billion every year.
refer to cciQ’s Blueprint for fighting Queensland’s over-regulation: update Paper 2011 for full details on the above estimates.
15.4 cciQ believes that while the level and cost of regulation continues to increase that the competitiveness and viability of Queensland
businesses will continue to be eroded and Queensland’s attractiveness as a place to do business will decrease affecting employment
and the state’s economic growth. while the trend of increasing regulation is not confined to Queensland and can be attributed to a
combination of commonwealth and state Government reforms, it highlights an urgent need to review Queensland’s regulatory reform
agenda to ensure it delivers real reductions in compliance burdens that can be seen and felt by business and the community.
15.5 the state Government must make a significant commitment to review and reduce the existing stock of regulation, stem the flow of new
regulation and improve the efficiency of essential regulation. in particular the state Government must address the cumulative regulatory
burden impacting on businesses rather than target priority or specific areas of regulatory burden. cciQ firmly believes that it is the
cumulative effects of regulation (or the sum of all regulation, paperwork, fees and compliance requirements) rather than any particular
excessive, unnecessary or overly complex aspect of regulation that creates the problem of red tape burden.
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15.6 cciQ acknowledges that some level of regulation is necessary and provides a level of protection and benefit to business and the
community. however regulatory design and the process of regulation making when not rigorous, when under the influence of political
agendas, or in the absence of effective review and evaluation processes, often leads to regulation that does not achieve its desired
outcomes, has unintended consequences or becomes redundant over time.
15.7 cciQ also highlights the business communities’ poor rating of government consultation processes, communication of regulatory
changes and provision of clear information regarding compliance requirements. only five per cent of Queensland businesses believed
the Queensland Government consulted and engaged well with businesses prior to the introduction of new regulation and legislation. the
majority rated the Queensland Government as very poor (32.4%), poor (26.8%) or average (28.0%) in this regard.
15.8 the state Government therefore must better engage with the business community to improve the way regulation is designed,
implemented and communicated. Government agencies must work with the business community and review regulatory development and
review processes to ensure consultation and regulatory costing frameworks accurately reflect the full cost on the business community.

recommenDation
to appropriately address the cumulative regulatory burden, the state Government must adopt a regulatory reform agenda that includes the
following key components:
•

undertake a baseline audit of all existing regulation;

•

commit to a whole-of-government target for red tape reduction across all agencies and which includes strategies to reduce existing
regulation and stem the flow of future regulation;

•

establish high level political leadership by appointing a minister for regulatory reform and make all ministers and their departments
accountable for achieving the target;

•

improve the processes for enacting regulation and consultation with key stakeholders to ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of
essential regulation;

•

monitor red tape reduction progress against the target and baseline and provide regular and transparent progress reports.

• Premier/ministerial leadership
• target - whole-of-Gov’t and agency
specific
• agency champions
• cabinet and ministerial accountability
• independent body providing oversight

•
•
•
•

agency simplification/reduction Plans
Program of industry/legislative reviews
industry case studies
simplification and streamlining of
essential and necessary regulation
• reduced timeframe on legislative
sunset clauses

Governance
& leadershiP

rePort &
monitor

• establish Baseline of red tape
(undertake audit)
• report annually on progress
against target
• cabinet template and ministerial
checklist

Source: CCIQ Blueprint for Fighting Queensland’s Over Regulation (2011)
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reduce
& imProve
existinG
red taPe

stem flow
of new
red taPe

• Zero net Growth policy
• mandatory Business cost calculator
for all new policy and regulation
• improved ris/ras processes
• Business/industry consultation
Protocol
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16. Theme 3 –
Green Tape Reduction
16.1 the Queensland business community is aware it has a social responsibility to minimise the impacts its activities have on the environment
and is committed to protecting Queensland’s natural heritage not only for future generations but also because of the recognised benefit it
brings to businesses and the economy.
16.2 however, environmental management and related regulation consistently arises as a key issue for Queensland businesses. in particular
the overall complexity of environmental regulation and the high cost of environmental compliance are amongst the top concerns for
businesses who over the past three years have been subject to increasing amount of “green tape” and environmental levies, fees and
charges.
16.3 the state Government must ensure a balance is achieved between environmental outcomes and business sustainability. doing this requires
a best practice approach to regulation making that includes a realistic account of the costs and impacts for business and adequate level of
consultation and engagement with the business community.
16.4 environmental protection and management should not come at the expense or limitation of business growth and is not a cost that should
be born solely by the business community. the state Government must ensure state-based environmental protection measures are
warranted and achieve their aims at the lowest cost to the Queensland community.
16.5 cciQ believes there is a significant degree of duplication across the various areas of environmental policy and that businesses are
being forced to undertake management planning, apply for licences and permits, pay fees, levies and charges and comply with various
operational policies, guidelines and standards across many environmental policy areas including emissions, solid waste, liquid waste and
land use.

recommenDation
the state Government should continue the good will achieved under the green tape review project and commence an ongoing review and
simplification process across all areas of environmental regulation.

Green TApe iSSueS
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17. Theme 3 –
Workplace Relations
17.1 it is essential that employers have in place flexible, creative and mutually beneficial working arrangements. the following graph indicates
the range of issues that Queensland businesses prioritise in terms of workplace relations. although the majority of these issues are
covered under the federal industrial relations system, it is essential that the state Government maintains an awareness of the concerns of
businesses in order to advocate on their behalf to the federal Government and help encourage the required changes.

WOrkplAce relATiOnS iSSueS
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enhancinG FleXiBility, FairneSS anD proDuctivity outcomeS
17.2 the majority of Queensland businesses (65.9%) have expressed major or critical concern regarding the complexity of the industrial
relations system. major concerns have also been raised about several aspects of the legislation including unfair dismissal laws, wage levels
and increases, leave provisions, restrictions on individual agreements, penalty rates and public holiday entitlements.
17.3 the key findings of a recent cciQ survey of 400 businesses on the fair work act found that:
•

red tape had actually increased for 56% of businesses since the introduction of the act;

•

the overall cost of compliance with the fair work act has increased for 48% of businesses;

•

36% of businesses have experienced a decrease in workplace flexibility;

•

workplace productivity has decreased in 30% of businesses as a result of the fair work act;

•

46% of businesses have had a decrease in business profitability;

•

around 30% of businesses have seen a decrease in staff levels (particularly casuals, apprentices/trainees and full time staff);

•

one in four have seen a reduction in staff hours and an increase in penalties and overtime paid under the modern awards;

•

36% of businesses have seen an increase in wages as a result of moving to modern awards. 20

17.4 the survey also found that many businesses are concerned about increasing employment costs which are not being offset with increases
in productivity. these concerns linked with increased red tape are restricting the number of people being employed. employers also
continue to remain concerned about the amount of power given to unions in the workplace and the costs associated with understanding
obligations and ensuring compliance.
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17.5 currently, the majority of Queensland businesses (63%) believe that Government has not got the balance right with the current act,
which is seen to overwhelmingly favour employees.
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17.6 overall, Queensland businesses are highly supportive of reviewing the fair work act to reduce the negative impacts on their business
and to enhance their capacity to employ and retain staff. there are high expectations that the 2012 review of the act will deliver flexibility
improvements and enhance productivity.

recommenDation
the Queensland Government commit to advocating improvements to the fair work act during the 2012 review (through consultation with
Queensland industry) that will enhance the fairness, flexibility and productivity outcomes in relation to industrial relations for all businesses.
17.7 the 2012 review needs to address a number of recommendations made by businesses to achieve more harmonious and productive
workplaces including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

simplifying the act;
allowing more flexible arrangements to be negotiated between employers and employees;
amending unfair dismissal laws;
limiting the involvement of unions;
increasing support for businesses to ensure compliance and understanding;
reviewing overtime and weekend penalty rates for industries trading 7 days a week. 22

unFair DiSmiSSal laWS
17.8 of concern, a significant number of businesses (45%) have indicated that they are more reluctant to hire permanent staff as a result of
unfair dismissal laws. this is unsurprising considering that 85% of businesses believe it is too easy for employees to sue them for unfair
dismissal. subsequently, 73% of businesses believe there should be an unfair dismissal law exemption put in place; 22% supported such an
exemption for small businesses and 51% supported an exemption for small and medium businesses. 23
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recommenDation
the Queensland Government to work with the federal Government to implement an unfair dismissal law exemption for small and
medium businesses.

Superannuation
17.9 Queensland businesses are strongly opposed to increasing the employer superannuation guarantee levy from 9 per cent to 12 per cent.
increasing the superannuation guarantee by 3 per cent will have significant economic impacts for Queensland businesses including
impacts on business profitability with negative flow-on implications for employment. cciQ estimates that this move will amount to an
extra $4 billion per year in superannuation payments for Queensland employers alone.
17.10 a snap poll held of 400 businesses on the cciQ website found that 61 per cent of employers will decrease employment levels in their business
if superannuation contributions increase by 3 per cent. only 4 per cent of businesses indicated they would increase employment levels.

WhAT eFFecT Will A 3 per cenT increASe in SuperAnnuATiOn
cOnTriBuTiOnS hAve
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17.11 the majority (78%) of Queensland employers are supportive of increasing the superannuation guarantee. however, support is only
provided for this increase to be funded by employees themselves, with 38.3% supporting a voluntary employee increase and 22.1%
supporting a mandatory employee funded increase. only 17.8% of businesses support an increase funded by employers on the basis of it
being offset by future wage negotiations. 24
17.12 it is clear that the next stage of retirement incomes policy should focus on increasing the self-reliance of employees and enhancing their
capacity to adequately plan for retirement, subsequently encouraging more ownership of their financial future. any increase in superannuation
should be made through the introduction of employee contributions rather than further demands on already over-burdened employers.

recommenDation
the state Government to work with the federal Government to investigate alternative approaches for retirement income policy in australia that
will reduce the negative impacts on Queensland businesses.

“3% is a large increase and is not just limited to that 3%
- payroll Tax, Work cover premiums, insurance costs etc
will increase also as a direct result of this. Our business,
and i’m sure most other Sme businesses, will have this
amount directly taken from already low profit margins.”
- Queensland Business Operator
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18. Theme 3 –
Workplace Health & Safety
18.1 cciQ is committed to achieving a workplace health and safety (whs) system for all Queensland businesses where every person in
the workplace has a safe place to work and a safe method of working. 2012 represents a significant change in the whs landscape in
Queensland with the commencement of the national model laws and subsequently Queensland businesses will require assistance to adapt
to the new regime. it is essential that all employers and employees understand their obligations and responsibilities under the new system
to ensure whs continues to receive the attention it deserves.
18.2 the below graph outlines the key concerns of Queensland businesses relating to workplace health and safety. these concerns are
addressed in the sections below.
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national conSiStency
18.3 on the 1 January 2012, Queensland businesses began operating under the national model work health and safety laws contained in the
Work Health and Safety Act 2011. despite an ongoing consultation process between Governments, industry, unions and other stakeholders,
the implementation of the new system throughout the country has been significantly flawed with substantial delays experienced in many
jurisdictions. several have still failed to implement the new laws in their state.
18.4 cciQ is strongly supportive of the implementation of a national model of workplace health and safety. in principle, a nationally consistent
model will reduce red tape, unnecessary complexity and cost especially for employers who operate across jurisdictions. it should allow
obligation holders to spend more time and effort on reducing risks and the practical implementation of safer workplace practices and
systems instead of having to focus efforts on compliance with complex and inconsistent legislation. for these reasons, it is essential that
the model act is implemented in all jurisdictions throughout australia as soon as possible.

recommenDation
the Queensland Government to work with other jurisdictions to ensure the national model work health and safety laws are implemented
nation-wide as soon as possible.
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aSSiStinG BuSineSSeS to comply With the neW reGime
18.5 in Queensland, the model act’s regulations were not gazetted until 24 november 2011. 25 therefore it is unsurprising that the majority of
businesses (52.3%) have expressed major or critical concern regarding their understanding and interpretation of the new whs legislation.
53.1% of Queensland businesses expressed major or critical concern regarding the level of state Government assistance on complying with
the new whs legislation and 44.7% were also majorly or critically concerned about the availability of associated information.
18.6 it is essential that seminars and information sessions are held across all Queensland regions over the coming year. information and
educational resources also need to be distributed much more widely throughout the business community. more focus is also required on
assisting businesses to comply with those obligations that are currently subject to a transition period.

recommenDation
the Queensland Government to maintain a strong commitment to work with industry to boost the understanding and compliance of Queensland
businesses with the new whs regime.

proSecutionS
18.7 considering the limited lead-in times associated with the passing and commencement of the act and regulations in Queensland, cciQ is
strongly supportive of the Queensland Government focusing on providing advice and support to businesses in complying with the new
regime as opposed to investigation and prosecution. a proactive and supportive approach is likely to deliver the best outcomes for both
employers and employees rather than the heavy handed approach.

recommenDation
during the transition period to the new whs regime, workplace health and safety inspectors should focus on providing advice and support to
businesses rather than investigating and prosecuting.

aDDitional conSiDerationS
18.8 cciQ notes one of the key ongoing concerns of employers is the lack of accountability on employees to take responsibility for their own
actions (demonstrated by the 62.6% of survey respondents who expressed major or critical concern regarding the workplace obligations
of employers versus employees). one of the key changes between the previous Queensland whs laws and the new system is that duty
of care is quantified by the term “reasonably practicable”, meaning that employers will be required to do what is reasonably practicable
to ensure the whs of their employees, rather than their previous obligation to “ensure” the whs of their employees (an absolute duty of
care). this is a move strongly supported by businesses. cciQ is also optimistic that the new whs system will address employer concerns
regarding the complexity of the whs system.

recommenDation
the state Government should continue to work with other jurisdictions and the commonwealth to ensure the national whs system remains
outcomes focused where possible and not overly focused on prescriptive processes that do not allow businesses to be proactive in achieving
improved safety outcomes for their organisation and their employees.

“i am concerned about understanding & being fully aware of
the legislation, knowing how to implement changes, knowing
how to protect your business & employees, increases in costs
for WhS in a very tough economic time, being penalised
for WhS although the business is trying hard to follow new
legislation, authorities coming down hard on business owners
despite no previous accidents & business owners sincere
attempts to follow legislation.”
- Queensland Business Operator
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19. Skills, Education & Training
19.1 the strength of Queensland’s education and training system and skills development framework underpins individual, business and
statewide economic prosperity. over the past decade, state and federal Governments have undertaken significant reforms to the
vocational education and training system, resulting in improved operation, recognition and participation in accredited training. despite
significant reforms, there remains room for improvement to ensure that Queensland has one of the best education and training systems
both nationally and internationally.
19.2 the availability of a skilled and productive workforce continues to be a factor inhibiting Queensland business growth, with many
businesses citing difficulties in retaining their workforce or attracting additional skills and labour. the ability to recruit and retain skilled
workers will be a critical factor impacting the capacity of Queensland businesses to take advantage of opportunities as the economy
recovers. the key concerns of Queensland businesses in relation to skills and training are depicted in the following graph and addressed in
the sections below.
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recommenDation
the Queensland Government must build on the current reform agenda and deliver the necessary policy frameworks to drive skills development
and greater participation in education and training by all Queenslanders.

Quality anD acceSSiBility oF traininG
19.3 the vocational education and training system must become more industry and demand driven such that it meets the needs of employers
and individuals. industry continues to report significant concerns with the quality, flexibility and accessibility of training and the ability to
access training that meets the needs of businesses. as a result, the most common forms of training provided to employees are on the job
and informal training, seminars and conferences and short courses, which do not lead to formal qualifications for employees. 26
19.4 Businesses have indicated a strong willingness to increase participation in accredited vocational training, dependent on increases to the
quality of training providers and outcomes and a reduced bureaucracy and complexity in the training system. 27 it is essential that this
training is accessible to businesses and aligns with industry needs and current workplace practices.
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19.5 in particular, reduced quality, flexibility and accessibility of training in regional Queensland is impacting on industry investment in skilling
the workforce through accredited training. training provision in regional Queensland is less economical than in metropolitan areas,
resulting in businesses absorbing significantly higher training costs and often requiring individuals to travel vast distances to participate in
institution based training.
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19.6 cciQ strongly believe there is insufficient innovation and best practice in the training market and minimal incentive for training providers
to reform. technology provides unlimited opportunities for remote training delivery, however, the uptake of such technologies and
practices to date has been limited.

recommenDationS:
•

reform the vocational training system to make it more industry and demand driven.

•

develop initiatives to improve the quality and accessibility of training in regional Queensland.

•

develop strategies to encourage increased innovation and best practice in the training market.

FunDinG SkillS Development
19.7 responsibility for the formation, development and efficient utilisation of skills is shared by both public and private sectors, requiring
Government and industry to work together to deliver a workforce that meets the needs of the economy. unfortunately, business capacity
to invest in training is particularly vulnerable to economic cycles, with australian apprenticeship commencement and completion rates
most likely to be impacted. maintaining and building a skilled workforce will require innovative approaches from Government and industry
to ensure that Queensland businesses are in a position to take advantage of opportunities as the economy improves.
19.8 costs for training and courses in Queensland is currently funded primarily by employers (48.8 per cent). only 28.9 per cent of training
was funded or subsidised by the government and a further 22.3 per cent was funded by the employee. Businesses report that government
funding and subsidies are often not practical or applicable to training that meets their skills needs. 28
19.9 while Government funding is not a core driver of training investment, it provides an incentive for businesses to access quality accredited
training. identifying incentives and funding for training and navigating the training system is particularly confusing for businesses as a
result of the complexity of the training system. increasing business awareness of the incentives and benefits of training during the next
term of government will be critical.
19.10 cciQ strongly believes a significant fault in funding of the education and training system is that it inherently gives preference to young
people. defining eligibility for incentives and funding by centrally determined “skills in need” lists skews the supply and demand for
training. as such the system fails to recognise and support existing workers in increasing their skills and prevents skills development in
niche and emerging industries.

recommenDationS:
•

develop initiatives to address reduced private sector capacity to invest in training.

•

increase transparency and business awareness of training incentives and funding for business.
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FounDationS For SkillS Development
19.11 improving levels of foundation and employability skills is essential to increasing workforce participation and productivity rates.
unfortunately, the level of literacy and numeracy for a significant portion of the workforce, across all age groups, is below the standard
required to participate effectively in work or training. Greater than 40 per cent of businesses report literacy and numeracy problems in
their current workforce, particularly australian apprentices, school-age students and recent school leavers. 29
19.12 Queensland employers identify significant opportunity for improvement of the outcomes being achieved from Queensland’s education
system and do not believe that young people are graduating with the full ability to successfully move into work or further education.
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19.13 cciQ believes it is important not to transfer the burden of poor educational outcomes onto employers who are currently bearing the
cost of low productivity, skills shortages and training costs resulting from the failure of our education system. Queensland needs to invest
heavily in young people and in up-skilling all individuals in the workforce who have poor literacy and numeracy skills.

recommenDationS
•

improve the quality of school education to ensure all Queenslanders acquire the basic foundation skills required to succeed in work
and life.

•

invest in programs and training opportunities to assist individuals with low foundation skills.

WorkForce planninG, recruitment anD retention
19.14 while workforce planning has become a popular concept in government and industry bodies, most businesses do not have the capacity
internally to undertake or implement workforce planning processes. the Queensland Government will need to work with industry in
developing innovative mechanisms to increase the capacity of businesses to plan for their future skills needs.
19.15 Businesses are highly supportive of the development of workforce modeling at the local, regional and industry levels to identify current
and future skills needs to enable a targeted response to identified labour force gaps. improving the information available to employers and
business owners on their local and regional labour markets will be particularly important in achieving a balance between the skills needs of
the resources sector and the needs of local business, industry and the community.
19.16 continued and innovative approaches to skills and workforce development in Queensland will be essential.

recommenDationS
•

develop strategies to address the capacity of the business community to undertake workforce planning and clearly articulated
pathways for business and industry to communicate future workforce demands to government and training sectors.

•

development and regular review of workforce modeling at local and regional levels.
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20. Increasing Local
Opportunities
20.1 cciQ is strongly supportive of initiatives that increase the involvement of Queensland businesses in both public and private sector major
projects due to the positive impacts on employment and business growth. increasing local opportunities will also have positive flow-on
effects such as encouraging innovation and the adoption of new technologies, driving productivity and the establishment of best practice
methods, increasing standards of living in regional areas and enhancing the competitiveness of local industries.
20.2 cciQ recently undertook a survey of 800 businesses to determine the current level of involvement in government projects and to identify
ways to increase the opportunities available to local businesses. 30 the majority of Queensland businesses (64%) had not participated in
government procurement opportunities for goods, services or capital projects.

eliminatinG BarrierS to private Sector involvement
20.3 of those businesses that had been directly or indirectly involved in procurement opportunities, 44% rated the whole process and
experience as average and a further 27% rated the process as poor or very poor. these businesses also identified the need for much more
to be done in relation to the following aspects of the procurement process to encourage businesses to continue their participation in
procurement opportunities:
•

support and assistance provided by the agency or project tender manager;

•

fairness and equity of the tender selection process;

•

delivery of project and reporting requirements;

•

the application process and documentation required.

20.4 the key reason identified by businesses for why they had not previously been involved in procurement opportunities was their lack of
awareness of the opportunities available, especially at a regional level. there is a growing perception that local small businesses can not
compete against larger national and international companies, particularly due to their size, inability to complete complex applications/
tender processes and the substantial time and effort required to do so. there are also concerns regarding the excessive conditions placed
on potential contractors with many businesses being unable to meet project tender requirements.

mAin reASOnS FOr nOT AcceSSinG prOcuremenT OppOrTuniTieS
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20.5 other reasons identified by businesses for their low participation in government procurement opportunities include:
•

limited or no opportunities available in particular industries or for regional businesses;

•

limited capacity, too complex and initial capital outlay too much to participate, especially for small businesses;

•

too much red tape;

•

Businesses’ products or services not suitable for government procurement opportunities;

•

Government is currently a major competitor;

•

Government procurement not a priority for the business;

•

difficult to get your foot in the door.

recommenDation
the state Government to work with industry to reduce the barriers currently experienced by businesses to participate in state Government and
major Project procurement opportunities.
20.6 cciQ provides particular support for the following strategies in the aim to eliminate barriers to private sector involvement:
•

support for small and medium Businesses: cciQ is strongly supportive of working with small and medium businesses to enhance their
capacity to participate in the local opportunities available to them. four out of five businesses support local industry being provided
with more support to complete applications for major project tenders. this includes encouraging the clustering of small businesses to
compete and tender for local opportunities.

•

increasing awareness and engagement: the main reason identified by businesses for not accessing procurement opportunities was a
lack of awareness of such opportunities or no information on the opportunities available in their region. subsequently, cciQ believes
that much more needs to be done to increase the awareness of and engagement surrounding the opportunities available to local
businesses. Businesses express strong support for maintaining a database of local suppliers interested in accessing major projects’
supply chains (cciQ acknowledges the existence of the icn, however our survey results indicate that more needs to be done to
educate businesses on the existence of this initiative). Businesses are also supportive of a central portal for information on upcoming
and current tender opportunities.

•

reducing red tape and duplication: Queensland businesses provide strong support for reducing red tape, duplication and
inconsistencies, including simplifying tender processes. it is also important to improve access to finance to allow businesses to apply
for contracts.

increaSinG opportunitieS For local BuSineSSeS
20.7 the majority of businesses (51%) believe insufficient opportunity is provided to smes and locally based businesses when awarding
contracts for goods and services on major projects. a further 46% of businesses believe that local industry is generally not successful
in being awarded contracts. subsequently, 73% of businesses believe more can and should be done to assist local industry in gaining
contracts for government procurement and major projects. more than one in three businesses believe:
•

existing policies for local industry involvement in major projects is not appropriate;

•

local industry is not provided with sufficient opportunity to engage with interstate and international companies through supply chains
for major projects that have been awarded;

•

local employment is not sufficiently engaged when major projects are awarded to interstate and international companies;

•

local industry is not provided with sufficient opportunity to apply for tenders/major projects.

the nature of the two speed economy in Queensland is
hurting small and medium business and the government
should do more to help them be more competitive.

strongly
agree

agree

neutral

disagree

strongly
disagree

51.5%

34.3%

10.5%

3.1%

0.6%

Source: CCIQ’s 2012 Big 3 for Business Election Survey – January 2012
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Source: CCIQ Local industry participation survey 2011

20.8 80% of businesses provide support for enhancing local industry competitiveness and creating more efficient local markets. this could
include a focus on up-skilling local businesses and employees, delivering productivity improvements, strengthening regional economies,
enhancing supply chains, building specific industry capability in areas where there is demand and promoting the successes of local
businesses. strengthening local businesses and communities is likely to have positive flow on effects on the level of local business
opportunities that are made available. it is also important that governments and large businesses are encouraged to engage with local
businesses to fulfil their procurement requirements.

recommenDation
the state Government to work with industry to enhance the competitiveness of local industries and businesses to subsequently increase their
capacity to compete with national and multi-national companies.
20.9 cciQ is also strongly supportive of strengthening reporting requirements around how companies have attempted to engage with
Queensland industry including an indication of the proportion of total opportunities that were provided to Queensland businesses.
20.10 cciQ remains committed to increasing local opportunities for Queensland businesses to be involved in both public and private sector
projects. cciQ is currently developing a local opportunities Blueprint to be released in 2012 that will include a number of more detailed
recommendations on how to positively progress this issue moving forward.

“more focus on what type of small to medium
businesses in the region would benefit and find ways
to involve them rather than just be demand driven.”
“Support local businesses to form consortia to
become more competitive.”
- Queensland Business Operators
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21. Standing Up to the
Federal Government
carBon pricinG mechaniSm
21.1 cciQ is concerned about the impact of the federal Government’s implementation of a carbon Pricing mechanism (cPm), which comes
into effect in australia on 1 July 2012. alarmingly, the federal Government has gone ahead with its plan to introduce the cPm without a
binding global agreement. the australian business community now faces the likelihood of higher costs than those of their international
competitors. cciQ and the australian business community is now relying on the state Government to strongly engage with the federal
Government to either rescind the tax, or secure a global agreement, placing the same costs on international businesses as it does on
australian businesses.
21.2 without global action, the australian business community will face the extraordinary challenge of competing against international
businesses with much lower operating costs. Queensland in particular is most vulnerable. with a decentralised economy and large
geographical area, the carbon tax will flow through the Queensland economy affecting the price of all goods and services and increasing
costs for all businesses including those without a direct carbon liability. 31 the prospect of higher energy and transportation costs has
eroded the confidence of many in the Queensland business community, with over seventy-five per cent of recently surveyed businesses
indicating the tax would have a negative impact on their business. 32

the state Government should encourage the federal
Government to scrap the implementation of the proposed
carbon Pricing mechanism.

strongly
agree

agree

neutral

disagree

strongly
disagree

71.2%

13.1%

6.7%

3.2%

5.9%

Source: CCIQ’s 2012 Big 3 for Business Election Survey – January 2012

mineralS reSource rent taX
21.3 cciQ’s position on the minerals resource rent tax (mrrt) relates to the negative impact that it is already having on Queensland business
confidence and investment decisions. Queensland’s mining industry provides the basis for many value-adding industries that underpins
much of the state’s prosperity. cciQ is supportive of sound tax reform, but it should be based upon three core principles:
•

any new tax must promote fair competition within the australian mining industry;

•

any new tax must not erode the australian mineral resources industry investment levels and spend within the australian
domestic economy;

•

any new tax should not erode the international competitiveness of the australian and Queensland mineral resources industry.

commonWealth taX DiStriButionS
21.4 currently the commonwealth Grants commission (cGc) uses a specific formula to re-allocate the Goods and services tax (Gst) according
to perceived measures of equality across different states within australia. the aim of the process is to ensure that commonwealth funding
and Gst revenues are distributed to allow for each state to have the appropriate fiscal capacity to deliver services to their population. 33
the state Government must ensure that Queensland continues to receive its fair share of Gst revenue raised.

recommenDation
cciQ calls for the next state Government to be stronger in standing up to the federal Government on issues that affect the Queensland business
community.

cciQ state and local Government election report 2012
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22. Climate Change
22.1 climate change is undoubtedly one of the most important challenges facing Queensland businesses and the broader Queensland
community. as a national carbon tax has been adopted by the australian Government as australia’s principal mechanism to reduce
greenhouse emissions and limit the effects of climate change, cciQ strongly believes that any existing state-based greenhouse gas
abatement schemes which stand to both undermine the effectiveness of the national mitigation strategy and further escalate costs for the
business community must be halted before the commencement of the carbon tax in July 2012.
22.2 a key concern of business highlighted in the cciQ pre-election survey is the level of support offered by government to assist businesses
to adapt to climate change policies. Pricing carbon on its own will achieve little if our emissions and energy intensive industries and
businesses do not have the information, tools and technologies available to change the way they operate and adapt to a low carbon
economy. the Queensland Government has a key role to play in assisting Queensland businesses to understand their obligations and
adapt in order to protect the viability of our businesses and the competitiveness of our economy.
22.3 the state Government can assist Queensland businesses by:
•

reviewing any existing state based climate change and emissions related regulation that overlaps or duplicates the intentions of the
federal Government’s carbon tax, in particular the Queensland Gas scheme;

•

Providing targeted industry specific information and support services to the business community to assist them to understand any
obligations under the carbon tax, to make informed choices about reducing their emissions and energy intensity and accessing
alternative fuel sources and technologies;

•

Providing access to financial assistance and loan schemes to assist with the transition to low carbon and less energy intensive
technologies and business processes, especially to those sectors and small businesses not captured under the federal Government’s
assistance programs.

“We are a high infrastructure business, the only way we
can reduce our own emissions is to have our products
manufactured overseas - this in turn will increase
emissions overseas. in addition, we cannot simply
replace our infrastructure for low emission alternatives,
because these alternatives are either not available or are prohibitively expensive to implement.”
“To reduce energy consumption will require capital
investment. This investment will not increase sales or
business productivity and as such will put increased
pressure on capital available to invest into business
growth and development.”
- Queensland Business Operators
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Appendix 1: Big 3 for Business
Survey Demographics
date: 14th december 2011 - 13 January 2012. number of respondents: 1019
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“There must be significant change at the upcoming State
and local Government elections to ensure that there is more
focus on making Queensland affordable, making it easier to do
business and also distributing the wealth from the resources
boom through the construction of social, community and
traditional infrastructure.”
“increased population will lead to more pressure on existing
infrastructure however with good management and planning a
population increase will lead to more jobs.”
“Give the control of running their business back to the owners.
There is so much compliance and hurdles to cross that business
is choking under the paperwork.”
“Government does not understand the current state of small
businesses in Australia. regulation is stifling our business.
it has taken them far too long to realise that small businesses
are suffering significantly, whilst the mining boom rolls on.”
“remove unfair dismissal laws for small to medium enterprises,
thus giving us the ability to grow our business and the economy
by employing more staff without the worry of being sued.”
“We operate in the manufacturing sector and use steel as an
input - this will affect our industry and make it even harder
to compete with cheap chinese product on the market introducing a carbon tax will be suicide for Australian industry.”
- Queensland Business Operators
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